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Increasing numbers of Hispanic immigrants are entering the US (US Census 
Bureau, 2011) and are learning American English (AE) as a second language (L2). Many 
may experience difficulty in understanding AE. Accurate perception of AE vowels is 
important because vowels carry a large part of the speech signal (Kewley-Port, Burkle, & 
Lee, 2007). The relationship between native language and L2 vowel inventories causes 
some vowels to be more difficult to perceive accurately than others (Best & Tyler, 2007). 
The present study examined the patterns with which early and late Spanish-English 
bilingual adults assimilate AE vowels to their native vowel inventory and the accuracy 
with which they discriminate and identify the vowels. Early bilingual listeners 
demonstrated similar perceptual assimilation patterns to late bilingual listeners, but 
judged AE vowels as less Spanish sounding than did late learners.  Additionally, 
discrimination and identification accuracy of L2 vowels improved with early age of L2 
acquisition.  However, early bilingual listeners’ vowel perception was not native-like. 
Certain AE vowels (/!/, /"/ and /æ/) were difficult to discriminate and identify. Perceptual 
assimilation patterns predicted categorial discrimination accuracy, an outcome posited by 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
Increasing numbers of Hispanic immigrants are entering the US (US Census 
Bureau, 2011) and learning American English (AE) as a second language (L2).  Many 
may experience difficulty in understanding AE.  Their reduced understanding of AE may 
negatively impact their interactions with individuals in their social, academic, and 
professional communities.  Accurate perception of AE vowels, most effectively acquired 
in early childhood (Flege & MacKay, 2004; Flege, MacKay, & Meador, 1999; Mack, 
1989; Polka & Werker, 1994), is important because vowels carry a large part of the 
speech signal (Kewley-Port, Burkle, & Lee, 2007). 
The present study examined the patterns with which early and late Spanish-
English bilingual adults assimilate AE vowels to their native vowel inventory and the 
accuracy with which they discriminate and identify the vowels.  The following section 
summarizes the existing research relevant to the question of the effects of age of English 
acquisition on Spanish-English bilinguals’ perception of AE vowels.  It begins with an 
overview of cross-language speech perception and production models and is followed by 
a comparison of Spanish and English vowel inventories.  Lastly, the factors contributing 
to the accuracy of L2 vowel perception by late Spanish-English bilingual listeners are 
reviewed.  
1.1 Models of Cross-Language Speech Perception and Production 
 
Second language learners often have difficulties perceiving and producing L2 
speech sounds that do not exist in their native language. The relationship between native 
language and L2 speech sound inventories causes some speech sounds to be more 
difficult to perceive accurately than others (Best & Tyler, 2007).  The perceptual 
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interaction between native language and L2 speech sounds is explained through models 
of cross-language speech perception.    
Among the most influential models of cross-language and L2 speech perception 
and production are the Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) for naïve listeners (Best, 
1995), the Perceptual Assimilation Model for L2 learners (PAM-L2) (Best & Tyler, 
2007), the Second Language Linguistic Perception Model (L2LP) (Escudero, 2005), and 
the Speech Learning Model (SLM) (Flege, 1995).  The PAM (Best, 1995) makes 
predictions about how naïve listeners will assimilate non-native speech sounds to the 
phonological categories of their native language.  According to the PAM, accuracy in 
discrimination depends on how non-native speech sounds are assimilated into the native 
language speech sound inventory.  For example, in the two-category assimilation type 
pattern, each non-native speech sound is assimilated to a different native category and is 
expected to yield excellent discrimination accuracy. When both non-native speech sounds 
are assimilated to the same native category, but one speech sound is considered a better 
exemplar than the other in the category-goodness assimilation type pattern, moderate to 
very good discrimination accuracy is predicted. In the uncategorized versus categorized 
assimilation type pattern, one non-native speech sound assimilates to a native category 
and the other falls in phonetic space that is not within particular native categories yielding 
very good discrimination accuracy. In the both uncategorizable assimilation type pattern, 
both non-native speech sounds are perceived as within native phonetic space, but not 
within any particular native category and is predicted to have very good to poor 
discrimination accuracy.  Lastly, in the single-category assimilation type pattern, both 
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native speech sounds are assimilated to the same native category, but both are equally 
acceptable exemplars of the category and poor discrimination accuracy is predicted. 
The PAM-L2 (Best & Tyler, 2007) is an extension of the PAM and makes 
predictions about perceptual patterns in L2 learning.  This model posits that when two L2 
speech sounds are assimilated to the same native category and one of them is considered 
to be a better exemplar than the other, a new category is unlikely to be formed for the 
deviant L2 speech sound.  However, with continued L2 exposure, the deviant speech 
sound may be learned as a variant of the native language speech sound.  A new L2 
category is gradually formed as the language learner becomes aware of the relevant 
contrasts between speech sounds.  
Consistent with the PAM (Best, 1995), the Second Language Linguistic 
Perception Model (L2LP) (Escudero, 2005) makes predictions about perceptual patterns 
based on a comparison of L2 and native categories.  However, the L2LP model proposes 
various learning scenarios. For instance, in the PAM’s two-category assimilation type 
pattern each L2 speech sound within a contrast is perceived as a separate native category.  
The L2LP model proposes that in this “similar scenario” L2 listeners will shift native 
categories so that new boundaries are created to reflect the phonetic properties of the L2 
speech sounds.  Furthermore, in the PAM’s single category assimilation type pattern, L2 
speech sounds are perceived as a single native speech sound.  The L2P2 model proposes 
that in this “new scenario” L2 listeners will create a new category or split an existing 
native category in order to accommodate the new speech sounds.  The L2LP model 
proposes that a category boundary shift that occurs in the “similar scenario” is easier to 
achieve than the category creation or split that occurs in the “new scenario”.  
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The models discussed above investigate perception in L2 learning, whereas the 
Speech Learning Model (SLM) (Flege, 1995) investigates perception and production by 
L2 learners.  According to the SLM the similarity of L2 speech sounds to native language 
categories is important for explaining the difficulties that arise in L2 speech perception 
and production.  The greater the perceptual difference between native language and L2 
speech sounds, the more accurately L2 phonetic differences will be identified. The SLM 
posits that phonetic categories in the native language and L2 interact through the 
processes of category assimilation and dissimilation.  Through category assimilation, 
native language and L2 categories merge and reflect the phonetic properties of native 
language and L2 speech sounds.  Through category dissimilation, on the other hand, 
native language and L2 categories that are close in acoustic vowel space move away from 
one another to maintain the phonetic contrast between native and L2 speech sounds.  
1.2 AE and Spanish Vowels 
Differences in the native language and L2 vowel inventories may render some L2 
vowels more difficult to perceive than others (Best & Tyler, 2007).  The AE inventory of 
11 vowels (/i/, /!/, /u/, /"/, /e/, /o/, /#/, /$/, /%/, /æ/, /&/) is larger than the Spanish inventory 
of five vowels: /i/, /u/, /e/, /o/, and /a/.  AE has a corresponding tense and lax vowel (/i/- 
/!/, /u/- /"/) for each of the high front (/i/) and high back (/u/) vowels of Spanish.  AE has 
five mid vowels /e/, /o/, /#/, /$/, and /%/, whereas Spanish has two mid vowels /e/ and /o/.  
Additionally, AE has two low vowels (/æ /, /&/) and Spanish has only one low vowel 
(/a/).  In terms of acoustics, AE vowels /i/, /e/, /o/, and /u/ have higher second formant 
frequencies (F2s) than Spanish vowels /i/, /e/, /o/, /u/ respectively, indicating a more 
fronted lingual position in AE than in Spanish (Bradlow, 1995).           
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1.3 Cross-Language Speech Perception in Early and Late Bilingual Adults 
 
Factors found to affect accuracy of L2 speech perception include age of 
acquisition of the L2, use of the native and L2, the length of residence (LOR) in the L2 
country, and the presence of noise in the L2 speech signal (Flege, 1991; Flege, Bohn, & 
Jang, 1997; Flege & MacKay, 2004; Flege et al., 1999; Flege, Schirru, & MacKay, 2003; 
Levy, 2009; Levy & Strange, 2008; Mack, 1989; Mayo, Florentine, &!#$$%&!'(()*!
Morrison, 2002; Piske, Flege, MacKay, & Meador, 2002; +,-&!./'/01!!The most 
important predictor of L2 speech perception is the age at which L2 is acquired (Flege & 
MacKay, 2004; Flege et al., 1999; Flege et al., 2003; Piske et al., 2002). Studies 
measuring early and late bilinguals’ L2 vowel perception have shown that early 
bilinguals have an advantage in accurately perceiving L2 vowels.  For example, Flege 
and MacKay (2004) examined the discrimination of Canadian-English vowels by native 
Canadian-English listeners and early and late Italian-English bilingual listeners. The early 
and late Italian-English bilinguals arrived in Canada at 2-13 and 15-26 years of age, 
respectively.  Early and late Italian-English bilingual listeners who reported using Italian 
between 1% and 15% of the time were assigned to the “low-continued use” of their 
native language group and those who reported using Italian between 25% and 100% of 
the time were assigned to the “high-continued use” of their native language group.  The 
Canadian-English vowel contrasts /i-!/, /"-æ/, and /æ-#/ were tested in a discrimination 
task.  Native Canadian-English and early Italian-English bilingual listeners with “low-
continued use” of their native language discriminated Canadian-English vowels more 
accurately than early Italian-English bilingual listeners with “high-continued use” of their 
native language and both groups of late Italian-English listeners.  Contrary to Flege et al. 
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(2004), in Flege et al.’s (1999) study, continued use of the native language did not affect 
early Italian-English bilingual listeners’ perception of Canadian-English vowels when 
presented with a similar discrimination task.  However, consistent with Flege et al. 
(2004), early Italian-English bilingual listeners performed more similarly to native 
Canadian-English listeners than to late Italian-English bilingual listeners, suggesting that 
age of L2 acquisition influences L2 vowel discrimination in Italian-English bilingual 
listeners.  
Findings conflict regarding whether early bilinguals, defined here as individuals 
who learn an L2 pre-puberty, can perceive L2 vowels in a native-like manner.  Mack 
(1989) examined native AE monolingual listeners’ and early French-English bilingual 
listeners’ identification of synthetic AE /i/ and /!/ vowels (/i/ is a French vowel, whereas 
/!/ is not).  Early French-English bilinguals had acquired French and English prior to 8 
years of age and either acquired French or English as their L2 at a mean age of 4.5 years. 
Results indicated that AE monolingual listeners identified more vowels as AE /i/ than did 
early French-English bilingual listeners, who perceived more vowels as /!/, suggesting 
different perceptual patterns for AE monolinguals and early French-English bilingual 
listeners. !
In contrast, Flege et al. (1999) did find native-like discrimination by early L2 
learners.  Early Italian-English bilingual listeners and native Canadian-English 
monolingual listeners were presented with three vowel stimuli on each trial of a 
Canadian-English and Italian vowel discrimination task.  Listeners were instructed to 
identify the vowel that was different from the others.  Early Italian-English bilinguals 
were first exposed to English at 7 years of age upon arrival to Canada.  The vowel 
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contrasts examined were two Canadian-English vowels (/æ-!/, /!-"/, /i-##, /u-$/) one 
Canadian-English and one Italian vowel (/æ-a/, /!-a/, /$-o/, /e-e%/), and two Italian vowels 
(/u-o/, /e-a/, /u-i/).  The early Italian-English bilingual listeners’ performance did not 
significantly differ from Canadian-English monolingual listeners.  Thus, early Italian-
English bilingual listeners had presumably established new categories for vowels found 
in the L2.  
 The different findings between studies may be due to the use of different 
experimental procedures, stimuli, and ages of participants.  For instance, Mack (1989) 
examined the identification and discrimination of vowels on a synthetic continuum.  
Flege et al. (1999), on the other hand, conducted a categorial discrimination test with 
natural tokens of each vowel category.  Additionally, the early bilinguals examined by 
Mack (1989) had learned their L2 prior to 8 years of age, and were a mean age of 21 
years at the time of testing.  The participants examined in Flege et al. (1999) were first 
exposed to their L2 at 7 years of age and were a mean age of 48 at the time of testing. 
The participants in Flege’s study were more likely to have used their L2 for a longer 
period of time, which may have impacted results.  
1.4 Late Spanish-English Bilingual Adults’ Speech Perception 
 
Length of residence (LOR) in the L2 country has been examined as a factor 
impacting the accuracy of L2 vowel perception by late Spanish-English bilingual 
listeners.  Morrison (2002) examined Canadian-English vowel identification by late 
Spanish-English bilingual listeners.  Spanish-English bilingual listeners had not been 
immersed in a language other than Spanish prior to their arrival in Canada at the age of at 
least 16 years and had one month to six months of exposure to the L2 (Canadian-
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English).  Late Spanish-English bilingual listeners and native Canadian-English listeners 
were instructed to match Canadian-English target words /b!t/, /bit/, /b!d/, and /bid/ to 
pictures representing the words.  One month after their arrival in Canada, identification of 
Canadian-English vowels /!#!$%&!#'#!($)!*++,.  By 6-months after their arrival, 
identification of these vowels matched that of Canadian-English listeners.  According to 
Morrison (2002), Spanish listeners had presumably assimilated Canadian-English /i/ to 
Spanish /i/ and established a new category for Canadian-English /!/.  
Flege et al. (1997) also examined the impact of LOR on the perception of AE 
vowels by Spanish-English bilingual listeners.  Participants consisted of one group of 
native AE listeners and two groups of late Spanish-English bilingual listeners.  Late 
Spanish-English bilingual listeners arrived to the US at a mean age of 25 years and were 
assigned to “experienced” or “inexperienced” subgroups based on their LOR (9 years 
versus 0.4 years).  Listeners were instructed to identify AE vowels by selecting the word 
“beat” or “bit” in the AE /i/ - #!# synthetic continuum or “bet” or “bat” in the AE /"/ - /æ/ 
synthetic continuum to indicate the vowel heard.  Late Spanish-English bilingual 
“inexperienced” listeners relied more on vowel duration, whereas late Spanish-English 
bilingual “experienced” listeners relied more on spectral cues to identify AE vowels, 
much like native AE listeners.  Therefore, late Spanish-English bilingual listeners’ 
identification of AE vowels became more native-like as a function of a longer LOR. 
Findings from Flege (1991) further support the effect of LOR on the identification 
of natural AE vowels by Spanish monolinguals and Spanish-English bilinguals.  Spanish 
monolingual listeners and two groups of late Spanish-English bilingual listeners who 
differed in LOR (4 months versus 10 years) were instructed to identify natural AE vowels 
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/i/, #!#, /"/, and /æ/ in “beat”, “bit”, “bet”, and “bat” according to their Spanish 
equivalents by circling one of the five letters (“a”, “e”, “i”, “o”, “u”).  They were 
instructed to use the label “none” if they judged the AE vowel not to be a Spanish vowel.  
Spanish monolingual listeners identified AE /i/ and #!# as Spanish /i/ (94%, 68%).  AE /"/ 
was most often identified as Spanish /e/ (81%), but also as Spanish /a/ (13%).  AE /æ/ 
was most often identified as Spanish /a/ (71%) and at times as Spanish /e/ (17%).  The 
difference in performance between the groups of Spanish-English bilingual listeners was 
not statistically significant.  Both groups of Spanish-English bilingual listeners identified 
AE /i/ as Spanish /i/.  AE #!# was most often identified as Spanish /e/ (39%), /i/ (36%), 
and as the “none” (21%) category.  AE /"/ was most often identified as Spanish /e/ (44%), 
/a/ (39%), and was sometimes given the label “none” (13%).  AE /æ/ was most often 
identified as Spanish /a/ (82%) and sometimes as “none” (12%).  Overall, late Spanish-
English bilingual listeners used the label “none” more often than Spanish monolingual 
listeners to identify AE vowels.  Additionally, late bilingual listeners with a longer LOR 
in the US used the label “none” more often than those late bilingual listeners with a 
shorter LOR in the US.  Findings indicate that identification of AE vowels becomes more 
native-like as a function of LOR (4 months versus 10 years). 
The dialect of the non-native language may also have an effect on the way vowels 
are perceived by non-native listeners.  For example, Escudero and Chládková (2010) 
investigated the perception of Standard Southern British English (SSBE) and AE vowels 
by Peruvian Spanish monolingual listeners.  Listeners were instructed to identify 
synthetic SSBE and AE vowels /i/, /!/, /u/, /#/, /"/, /$/, /%/, /æ/, and /&/ with one of the 
Spanish response categories (“a”, “e”, “i”, “o”, “u”) presented orthographically on a 
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computer screen. Listeners were told that the Spanish vowels heard were taken from 
recordings of running speech and may at times sound like poor examples of the vowels. 
Listeners assimilated AE and SSBE vowels to different Spanish vowels and at times 
these vowels were assimilated to single or multiple Spanish vowels.  For instance, 
listeners assimilated AE $!$, /"/, and /æ/ to Spanish /e/ (above 70%), whereas SSBE $!$ 
and /"/ were assimilated to Spanish /e/ (30%-70%, above 70%) and SSBE /æ/ to Spanish 
/a/ (above 70%). Additionally, listeners assimilated AE /#/ and /$/ to Spanish /o/ and AE 
/u/ to Spanish /u/ above 70% of the time, whereas SSBE /#/ was assimilated to Spanish 
/o/ and SSBE /$/ and /u/ to Spanish /u/ between 30-70% of the time.  AE /%/ was 
assimilated to Spanish /a/ (above 70%), whereas SSBE /%/ was assimilated to both 
Spanish /a/ and /o/ (30%-70%).  Lastly, AE /&/ was assimilated to Spanish /a/ and /o/ 
(30%-70%), whereas SSBE /&/ was assimilated to Spanish /a/ (above 70%).  Therefore, 
results indicate that listeners’ perception of non-native vowels may be influenced by the 
dialectal variations in the non-native language.  
Such differences were also observed in the perception of the (synthetic) Scottish-
English /i-!$ contrast in isolation in a forced identification task (Escudero and Boersma, 
2004).  Participants consisted of four groups: native Scottish-English listeners, native 
Southern British-English listeners, native Spanish listeners learning Scottish English and 
native Spanish listeners learning Southern British-English.  Listeners were instructed to 
press a button indicating a picture of a “sheep” or “ship”, depending on the Scottish-
English vowel they heard in the target word.  Spanish listeners learning Scottish-English 
and native Scottish-English listeners relied on similar spectral cues.  However, Spanish 
listeners learning Southern British-English used durational cues, a strategy that was not 
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used by native Southern British-English listeners.  Therefore, use of acoustic cues in 
English vowel identification by Spanish listeners learning English may vary as a function 
of the English dialect and, at times, Spanish listeners may use perceptual strategies not 
exhibited by English listeners.  Escudero and Boersma (2004) proposed that the 
differences found in the study may be due to the different stages L2 learners go through 
as a function of the dialect of English that they are learning. 
In addition to the dialect of the L2 language, the dialect of the native language 
may result in differences in L2 vowel perception (Morrison, 2008).  Monolingual 
Mexican-Spanish and monolingual Peninsular-Spanish listeners were presented with 
stimuli containing synthetic Western Canadian-English /i/ and #!#!$%&'().  Listeners 
were instructed to indicate which native Spanish vowel sounded most like the synthetic 
Western Canadian-English vowels.  They were given choices of Spanish /i/ and /e/ 
vowels in a /bVp/ context.  Western Canadian- English /i/ was identified as Spanish /i/ by 
Spanish listeners of both dialects.  However, Western Canadian-English #!# was 
identified by two thirds of the Mexican-Spanish listeners as Spanish /i/, whereas one third 
of the Mexican-Spanish listeners identified it as Spanish /e/.  Almost all of the 
Peninsular-Spanish listeners identified Western Canadian-English #!# as Spanish /e/.  In 
summary, results from cross-dialectal studies indicate that the dialect of the native 
language and L2 may influence the manner that L2 vowels are perceived.   
1.5 Bilingual Speech Perception in Noise 
 
In addition to the age of L2 acquisition and the dialect of the native language and 
L2, the presence of noise can influence L2 speech perception (Mayo et al.,1997; Shi, 
2010).  Mayo et al. (1997) investigated the speech perception in noise of three groups of 
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Spanish-English bilingual listeners and one group of native monolingual AE listeners.  
Spanish was the native language of the Spanish-English bilingual listeners. The first 
group of Spanish-English listeners acquired Spanish and AE at infancy, the second group 
learned AE before the age of 6, and the third group learned AE after the age of 14. 
Listeners were presented with sentences in noise from the Speech Perception in Noise 
(SPIN) test (Bilger, Nuetzel, Rabinowitz, & Rzeczkowski, 1984; Kalikow, Stevens, & 
Elliott, 1977). They were instructed to state the target word at the end of every sentence.  
Some sentences provided semantic cues to help determine the final word in the sentence 
while others did not contain such cues.  Results indicated that native AE monolingual 
listeners and both groups of early Spanish-English bilingual listeners performed more 
accurately than late Spanish-English bilingual listeners. Thus, the negative impact of 




Accurate perception of vowels is crucial to understanding a language.  Listeners’ 
perceptual performance may be affected by differences in native and L2 vowel 
inventories (Best & Tyler, 2007), age of L2 acquisition, LOR in the L2 country, dialect of 
the native and L2 language, and presence of noise in the L2 speech signal.  
Given the increasing number of Hispanic immigrants who are entering the US 
(US Census Bureau, 2011) and are learning AE as their L2, information about the effects 
of age of L2 acquisition and an analysis of the perceptual relationship between vowels in 
two commonly spoken languages (AE and Spanish) are needed. To the author’s 
knowledge, all of the previously reported studies on the relationship between AE and 
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Spanish vowels have been performed on late Spanish-English bilingual listeners.  
Additionally, this has been investigated mostly using synthetic speech (Escudero & 
Boersma, 2004; Flege et al., 1997; Morrison, 2002) and in a handful of studies using 
natural speech (Flege, 1991; Flege, Munro, & Fox, 1994; Fox, Flege, & Munro, 1995).  
Synthetic and natural speech may be perceived differently as indicated by Kangas and 
Allen’s (1990) finding that adult listeners repeated words in their native language (AE) 
more accurately when stimuli were natural speech tokens than when they were 
synthesized tokens. Therefore it cannot be assumed that results from synthetic speech 
will also apply to natural speech. Furthermore, to the author’s knowledge, no studies exist 
on the perception of AE vowels in the context of noise, which represents everyday 
conditions in which speech perception takes place.  Listeners have difficulty perceiving 
speech, especially L2 speech, accurately in noisy environments (Adachi, Akahane-
Yamada, & Ueda, 2006; Broersma & Scharenborg, 2010; Garcia Lecumberri et al., 2010; 
Ueda, Akahane-Yamada, & Komaki, 2002; von Hapsburg, Champlin, & Shetty, 2004). 
The perception of AE vowels by late Spanish-English bilingual listeners has been 
examined in quiet conditions.  A study on the perception of AE vowels in natural speech 
and in the presence of noise by early and late Spanish-English bilinguals is needed in 
order to shed light on the effects of L2 acquisition on the perception of AE vowels in 
everyday conditions. !!
Information on the perception of AE vowels by Spanish-English bilinguals may 
assist professionals working with this population. Intervention programs might be 
developed to improve their perception of challenging AE vowels. This study may help 
serve as a foundation for future studies that may investigate perceptual challenges 
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experienced by Spanish-English bilingual children with and without communication 
disorders. 
1.7 The present study: questions and predictions 
The present study addressed the following research questions: 
1.  Does perceptual assimilation of native AE vowels vary as a function of: 
a. the listener’s language background (early vs. late bilingual)? 
b. the particular vowel? 
2.  Does discrimination accuracy of native AE vowels vary as a function of: 
a. the listener’s language background (native AE monolingual vs. early vs. late 
bilingual)? 
b. the particular vowel?  
3.  Does identification of native AE vowels in noise vary as a function of: 
a. the listener’s language background (native AE monolingual vs. early vs. late 
bilingual)? 
b. the particular vowel?  
4.  Do early and late Spanish-English bilingual listeners’ perceptual assimilation patterns 
predict their categorial discrimination of American English vowels? 
 
The following predictions were made in reference to the research questions posed: 
Question 1a: Does perceptual assimilation of native AE vowels vary as a function of the 
listener’s language background? 
Predictions: Previous research has focused on the effect of age of language 
acquisition on vowel discrimination accuracy by early and late bilinguals (Flege & 
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MacKay, 2004; Flege et al., 1999; Flege et al., 2003; Piske et al., 2002). Since 
assimilation type patterns predict discrimination accuracy (Best, 1995), it was expected 
that early Spanish-English bilingual adult listeners would display more native-like 
perceptual assimilation patterns than late Spanish-English bilingual adult listeners as 
suggested by previous results in cross-language speech discrimination tasks (Flege & 
MacKay, 2004; Flege et al., 1999; Flege et al., 2003; Levy, 2009a; Levy, 2009b; Piske et 
al., 2002). However, it was unclear whether the early bilinguals would demonstrate 
native-like perceptual assimilation patterns (Flege et al.,1999; Mack,1989).   
 
Question 1b: Does perceptual assimilation of native AE vowels vary as a function of the 
particular vowel?  
 Predictions:  Similar assimilation type patterns that were revealed in Flege’s 
(1991) study were predicted in the present study.  For example, Flege (1991) found that 
late Spanish-English bilinguals most often identified AE /i/ as Spanish /i/. AE /æ/ was 
most often identified as Spanish /a/ (82%) and sometimes as “none” (12%). They 
identified AE /!/ most often as Spanish /e/ (39%), /i/ (36%), and as the “none” (21%) 
category.  Lastly, they identified AE /"/ most often as Spanish /e/ (44%), /a/ (39%), and 
they sometimes identified it as “none” (not fitting any Spanish category) (13%).  
 Similar assimilation patterns were found in pilot data collected for the present 
study and were predicted for the present study.  For instance, in the pilot study AE 
vowels /æ/ and /#/ were most often assimilated to Spanish /a/, AE vowel /i/ to Spanish /i/, 
and AE vowel /"/ to Spanish /e/. AE vowel /!/ was assimilated to Spanish /e/ by early 
bilinguals.  However, late bilinguals mostly assimilated AE vowel /!/ to Spanish /e/ and 
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/i/. AE vowel /!/ was assimilated to Spanish /a/, /e/, and /o/ by early bilinguals and /a/ and 
/o/ by late bilinguals. AE vowel /"/ was mostly assimilated to Spanish /e/ by early 
bilinguals and to Spanish /e/ and /a/ by late bilinguals. Control vowel AE /o/ was 
assimilated to Spanish /o/.  
 
Question 2a: Does discrimination accuracy of native AE vowels vary as a function of the 
listener’s language background? 
Predictions: It was predicted that early Spanish-English bilingual adult listeners 
would discriminate AE vowels more accurately than late Spanish-English bilingual adult 
listeners, as suggested by previous research in cross-language speech perception (Flege & 
MacKay, 2004; Flege et al., 1999; Flege et al., 2003; Piske et al., 2002). For example, 
Flege and MacKay (2004) examined the discrimination of Canadian-English vowels by 
native Canadian-English listeners and early and late Italian-English bilingual listeners. 
Native Canadian-English and early Italian-English bilingual listeners discriminated 
Canadian-English vowels more accurately than late Italian-English bilingual listeners, 
suggesting that age of L2 acquisition influences L2 vowel discrimination in Italian-
English bilingual listeners.  
 
Question 2b: Does discrimination accuracy of native AE vowels vary as a function of the 
particular vowel?  
Predictions:  It was predicted that L2 vowels would be discriminated accurately if 
they were assimilated to two different native language vowels in the present study (Best 
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& Tyler, 2007).  L2 vowels would be discriminated less accurately if both L2 vowels 
were assimilated to instances of a single native language vowel (Best & Tyler, 2007).  
Results from the pilot data for the present study revealed high discrimination 
accuracy for vowel contrast /!-i/ for early and late Spanish-English bilinguals. Late 
Spanish-English bilinguals had the most difficulty discriminating AE vowel contrast /"-
æ/, followed by /"-#/, /æ-#/, /!-$/, /!-i/, and the control pair /#-i/. Late bilinguals 
assimilated the vowels in each of the contrasts /"-æ/ and /"-#/ to a single L1 vowel 
(Spanish /a/), and, as predicted, the vowels in each contrast were poorly discriminated. 
Vowel contrast /i-!/ was relatively easy to discriminate for late bilinguals as each AE 
vowel in this contrast was assimilated to two different L1 vowels (Spanish /i/ and /e/).  
 
Question 3a: Does identification of native AE vowels in noise vary as a function of the 
listener’s language background? 
Predictions: According to pilot data that were collected for the present study, AE 
monolinguals performed more accurately (81%) than early bilinguals (65%) and late 
bilinguals (40%).   Similar results were predicted in the present study.  
 
Question 3b: Does identification of native AE vowels in noise vary as a function of the 
particular vowel?  
Predictions: It was expected that the vowels that were assimilated to two different 
native language vowels would be identified more accurately than vowels that were 
assimilated as instances of a single native language vowel in the present study.  For 
example, AE vowels /æ/ and /#/ were most often assimilated to Spanish /a/.  Therefore it 
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was expected that these AE vowels would be poorly identified.  However, AE vowel /i/ 
was assimilated to Spanish /i/ and AE vowel /!/ to Spanish /e/.  It was therefore expected 
that these AE vowels would be identified more accurately.   
 
Question 4:  Do early and late Spanish-English bilingual listeners’ perceptual 
assimilation patterns predict their categorial discrimination of American English vowels? 
Predictions:  Results of the pilot data collected for this study indicated that 
Spanish-English bilingual listeners’ perceptual assimilation patterns predicted their 
categorial discrimination of American English vowels.  When late bilingual listeners 
assimilated L2 vowels to a single L1 vowel category, their discrimination accuracy was 
lower.  For instance, vowel contrasts /"-#/ and /" -$/ were the most difficult to 
discriminate for late bilinguals.  Late bilinguals assimilated the vowels in each of these 
contrasts to a single L1 vowel (Spanish /a/), and as expected the vowels in each contrast 
were difficult to discriminate.  However, higher discrimination accuracy was revealed 
when L2 vowels were assimilated to distinct L1 vowels.  For example, vowel contrast /i- 
$/ was relatively easy to discriminate for late bilinguals, as expected, as each AE vowel in 
this contrast was assimilated to two different L1 vowels (Spanish /i/ and /e/).  
Chapter 2. Method 
2.1 Perceptual Assimilation task 
2.1.1 Stimulus materials and procedures 
The AE vowels /i/, /$/, /!/, /"/, /æ/, /#/, and /o/ were selected for the perceptual 
assimilation task of the current study.  The vowel /o/ was used as a control vowel. 
Vowels were presented in a /g%bVp%/ context in the carrier phrase “five /g%bVp%/ this 
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time.”  Consonants /b/ and /p/ preceded and followed the target vowel because these 
consonants do not involve articulation of the tongue, thus minimizing any coarticulatory 
influence on the target vowels (Levy, 2009; Strange, Weber, Levy, Shafiro, Hisagi, & 
Nishi, 2007).  Nonsense words were selected rather than real words to decrease any 
lexical effects (Neuman & Hochberg, 1983).  A carrier phrase was used rather than 
vowels or words in isolation because phrases are more representative of everyday speech 
than are words or vowels in isolation.  
Three female native monolingual AE talkers from the New York regional area 
were recorded producing the nonsense word /g!bVp!/ embedded in the carrier phrase 
“Five g!bVp! this time”.  Talkers were required to be monolingual speakers of AE and 
have minimal exposure to other languages and have no history of speech or language 
disorders.  They passed a bilateral hearing screening at 20dB at 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 
Hz. A language background questionnaire was completed by all talkers. 
Talkers were recorded in a sound-treated booth in the Speech Production and 
Perception Lab at Teachers College, Columbia University.  Output was recorded through 
a Shure (SM58) microphone placed approximately 15 cm from the talker’s mouth and 
passed through a Shure (Prologue 200M) mixer to a Turtle Beach Rivera sound card of a 
Dell Pentium desktop computer using SoundforgeTM 8.0 software, with a sample rate of 
22,050 Hz, 16-bit resolution, on a mono channel. (See Appendix B for flowchart of 
recording equipment.) The experimenter was in the adjoining room and provided the 
talker with directions using an intercom. Talkers read 4 lists, producing 10 utterances 
(Five g!bVp! this time) on each list, which contained stimuli with 9 AE vowel targets. 
(See Appendix A for protocol for talkers.) Talkers were instructed to read each utterance 
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as if talking to a good friend.  Utterances on lists were randomized and the first utterance 
and the last utterance contained the same target vowel. In order to control for list-final 
intonation effect, the final utterance was discarded (Strange et al., 2007).  The 
experimenter listened to the recording input via Sennheiser HD 280 pro headphones.  If 
an utterance contained irregular rate, prosody, vocal quality, pronunciation, or noise, the 
talker was instructed to repeat the utterance.  For each vowel the second and third 
recording were used unless a recording was determined by the primary investigator to 
have noise or other distraction.  Multiple tokens of the utterances were used to obtain 
information on categorial perception rather than physical discrimination (Gottfried, 
1984).  Stimuli were entered into the Paradigm software program (Tagliaferri, 2001). 
 Stimuli were presented via Sennheiser HD 280 pro headphones during the 
experimental tasks.  Listeners were presented with the carrier phrase “Five /g!bVp!/ this 
time”.  Listeners were instructed to click on the Spanish key word that contains the vowel 
that sounds most like the second vowel sound in /g!bVp!/. (See Appendix E for 
instructions.) Response options were displayed on the computer monitor and included the 
nonsense words “bapo”, “bepo”, “bipo”, “bopo”, “bupo” representing the Spanish vowels 
/a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, and /u/.  Listeners then heard the stimulus again and was asked to rate the 
vowel on a scale from 1-9, with (1) indicating “least Spanish-like” and (9) indicating 
“most Spanish-like.”  Participants were instructed to use the entire spectrum of the scale. 
(See Appendix F for diagram of computer screen.)  Listeners heard 6 blocks, 5 blocks of 
50 trials and 1 block of 47 trials, totaling 297 responses (6 vowels x 3 talkers x 3 tokens x 
5 repetitions + 27 control).  
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 Prior to the experimental trials, listeners completed three procedures: a key word 
familiarization, task familiarization, and stimulus familiarization procedure.  In a key 
word familiarization procedure, listeners were instructed to read the 5 key words (“bapo”, 
“bepo”, “bipo”, “bopo”, “bupo”) aloud to the examiner.  Errors were discussed and 
corrected.  Listeners were then presented with AE phrases “Five g!bVp! this time” 
containing AE vowels /o/, /e/, and /u/ in a task familiarization procedure.  Listeners were 
instructed to listen to the second vowel of the American English nonsense word (e.g. the 
“ee”in gabeepa) in the phrase and choose the Spanish keyword (“bapo”, “bepo”, “bipo”, 
“bopo”, “bupo”) that is a good example of that sound. Listeners were then presented with 
a stimulus familiarization procedure that included AE phrases $Five g!bVp! this time% 
containing AE vowels /i/, /"/, /#/, /$/, /æ /, and /%/. Response options were displayed on 
the computer monitor and included the nonsense words “bapo”, “bepo”, “bipo”, “bopo”, 
“bupo” representing the Spanish vowels /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, and /u/.  Listeners heard the 
stimulus again and were asked to rate the vowel on a scale from 1-9, with (1) indicating 
“least Spanish-like” and (9) indicating “most Spanish-like.” Each listener completed a 
10-trial task familiarization block and a 6-trial stimulus familiarization block consisting 
of one representation of each stimulus.  Data from these blocks were discarded. 
2.2 Categorial Discrimination Task 
2.2.1 Stimulus materials and procedures 
In this experiment, test materials contained the same stimuli as used in the 
perceptual assimilation task; however, noise was added to stimuli. Speech-shaped noise 
consisting of a -2 dB signal-to-noise ratio was added to stimuli using the Praat v. 5.2.22 
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program, based on the findings of the pilot study.  The following 6 vowel contrasts were 
tested: /i-!/, /!-"/, /#-$/, /#-æ /, /æ-$/ and control contrast /$-i/. !
For each trial, stimuli were produced by three different talkers, with the order of 
talkers randomized. Three stimuli were presented in AXB trials via Sennheiser HD 280 
pro headphones. For each contrast, half the “same” tokens preceded the 2nd stimulus, half 
went after it. Participants were instructed to click on “1” if the vowel in the second phrase 
was the same as the one in the first phrase and click on “3” if the vowel in the third 
phrase was the same as the one in the second phrase. (See Appendix H for instructions; 
see Appendix I for diagram of computer screen.)  Four blocks, including 3 blocks of 50 
trials and 1 block of 54 trials, totaling 224 responses (5 vowel contrasts x 3 talkers x 3 
tokens x 4 repetitions + 24 control contrasts) were presented.  
Prior to testing, task and stimulus familiarization procedures were performed.  
Participants were instructed to click on “1” if the vowel in the second phrase was the 
same as the one in the first phrase and click on “3” if the vowel in the third phrase was 
the same as the one in the second phrase. AE vowel contrasts (/# -i/, /u-æ/, and /i-o/) in a 
/g%bVp%/ context in the carrier phrase “five /g%bVp%/ this time” in an AXB paradigm 
were presented. A stimulus familiarization procedure contained the same vowel contrasts 
used in the experiment.  Each listener completed a 15-trial task familiarization block and 
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2.3 Identification Task 
2.3.1 Stimulus materials and procedures 
In this experiment, test materials contained the same stimuli as used in the 
perceptual assimilation task; however, speech-shaped noise consisting of a -2 dB signal-
to-noise ratio was added.   
Listeners were presented with the carrier phrase “Five /g!bVp!/ this time.” They 
were instructed to click on the key word response from a choice of words on the 
computer monitor.  These included the nonsense words “gabeepa”, “gabippa”, 
“gebeppa”, “gabUpa”, “gabappa”, “gaboppa”, “gaboapa”, “gabuppa”, “gabaypa”, 
“gaboopa”. (See Appendix K for instructions; see Appendix L for diagram of computer 
screen.)  Listeners heard 6 blocks, 5 blocks of 50 trials and 1 block of 47 trials, totaling 
297 responses (6 vowels x 3 talkers x 3 tokens x 5 repetitions + 27 control).  
 Prior to the experimental trials, listeners completed a task familiarization 
procedure. Listeners were presented with AE phrases “Five g!bVp! this time” containing 
AE vowels /o/, /e/, and /u/. Listeners were instructed to click on the key word response 
from a word set on the computer monitor and included the nonsense words “gabeepa”, 
“gabippa”, “gebeppa”, “gabUpa”, “gabappa”, “gaboppa”, “gaboapa”, “gabuppa”, 
“gabaypa”, “gaboopa”.  Each listener completed a 10-trial task familiarization block. 
Data from this block were discarded.  
2.4 Stimulus Verification 
For purposes of stimulus verification, three monolingual native speakers of AE 
identified all tokens of each vowel stimulus (/i/, /"/, /#/, /$/, /æ /, /%/, and /o/) in a -2dB 
signal-to-noise ratio condition in an identification task. Listeners were presented with the 
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phrase “five /g!bVp!/ this time” and chose a keyword response from the word set 
(gabeepa, gabippa, gebeppa, gabUpa, gabappa, gaboppa, gaboapa, gabuppa, gabaypa, 
gaboopa). Tokens that were identified with 100% accuracy were used in the experiment.  
2.5 Acoustic Analysis 
 Acoustic analysis was performed using Praat v. 5.2.22. Each vowel token was 
obtained after calculating the beginning and end of each phrase (“five /g!bVp!/ this 
time”). The beginning of each phrase was determined by the first mark of frication 
energy for /f/ in “five”.  The end of each phrase was determined by the end of the voicing 
bar for /m/ in “time”. The onset of the syllable containing the target vowel was 
determined by the release burst of the /b/, which was noted by a spike of acoustic energy 
on the spectrogram.  The syllable offset was determined by the beginning of closure of 
/p/, which was noted by a decrease in periodic energy in the higher formants on the 
spectrogram. Values for the first two formants (F1, F2) for a 25 ms window were 
calculated at the temporal midpoint (50% point) between onset and offset of the syllable. 
A comparison of the acoustic vowel categories of AE and Castilian Spanish are shown in 
Figure 1.  The squares in the figure represent the average F1 and F2 frequencies of the 
AE target vowels used in the experiment.  The circles in the figure represent mean F1 and 
F2 frequencies of Castilian Spanish tokens taken from Bradlow’s (1995) cross-linguistic 
study of AE and Castilian Spanish vowels.  
2.6 Participants 
Three groups of listeners participated in the experiment: 10 native monolingual 
AE adults, 12 “early” Spanish-English bilingual adults, and 12 “late” Spanish-English 
bilingual adults.  According to previous studies, the terms “early bilingual” and “late 
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bilinguals” refer to individuals who have learned an L2 pre-puberty or post-puberty 
(Flege & MacKay, 2004; Flege et al.,1999; Mack ,1989).  Both bilingual groups 
performed all tasks.  However, the monolingual group only performed the categorial 
discrimination and identification tasks.  Participants were between the ages of 18-48. (See 
Appendix M for participant characteristics.) All listeners completed a language 
background questionnaire. (See Appendix N for language background questionnaire for 
monolingual English participants; see Appendix O for language background 
questionnaire for bilingual participants.)  Listeners were given Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) consent forms for review and signature.  All listeners passed a bilateral 
hearing screening at 20 dB at 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz and had no reported history 
of a speech or language disorder.   
The native monolingual AE group listeners were born in AE-speaking households 
in the US and had minimal Spanish experience.  The “early” bilingual group listeners 
were born in a Spanish speaking country and immigrated to the US prior to 12 years of 
age at which time they learned AE.  These participants were raised in a monolingual 
Spanish household and had no English exposure in their native country.  “Late” 
bilinguals were born in a Spanish speaking country and raised in a monolingual Spanish 
household.  They immigrated to the US no earlier than 14 years of age.  They reported no 
AE instruction or interaction with AE speakers with any regularity prior to this age. 
Length of residence in the US and use of L2 was not used as selection criterion.  
Chapter 3. Results 
 
A total of 21,192 responses were collected from 34 listeners (501 trials from each 
AE monolingual listener and 798 trials from each early and late bilingual listener). 
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Descriptive and nonparametric statistics were performed on all data.  All statistical 
analyses were performed using R software, version 2.15.1, the 1me4 package (R 
Development Core Team, 2010). 
To determine whether perceptual assimilation patterns, discrimination and 
identification accuracy differed as a function of language background and particular 
vowel in this study, results were analyzed using a mixed effects logistic regression 
model.  Mixed effects model analyses have been reported to give more reliable and 
robust results for categorical outcome variables (e.g., the forced-choice variables used in 
this study) than analysis of variance methods used in speech perception studies 
(Ferguson, 2012; Jaeger, 2008).  These models contain both fixed and random effects.  In 
this study, fixed effects included vowels and group.  Listeners were considered random 
effects as they are thought of as a random selection of a much larger population.  
 
3.2. Perceptual Assimilation of AE vowels: language background and 
particular vowel effects 
 
 In response to the first research question, regarding language background effects on 
perceptual assimilation of AE vowels, early bilingual listeners demonstrated similar 
assimilation patterns to late bilingual listeners for all vowels. Tables 1 and 2 show the 
Spanish vowel (perceptual assimilation) responses selected by early bilingual (EB) and 
late bilingual (LB) listeners for the AE vowel stimuli presented.  Table 3 displays the 
modal Spanish vowels chosen by the early and late bilingual listener groups for all AE 
vowel stimuli presented.  The left-hand column lists the AE vowel stimuli, followed by 
the second column, which lists the overall modal Spanish responses chosen.  The column 
labeled “Mode percent chosen” indicates the overall percentage of trials that particular 
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Spanish response was chosen by early and late bilingual listeners.  The “Median Rating” 
indicates the median of goodness ratings from 1 (least Spanish-like) to 9 (most Spanish-
like) of all of the trials on which bilingual listeners selected the modal response category. 
 As the tables show, early and late bilingual listeners perceptually assimilated AE 
vowels to Spanish vowels that are acoustically similar to the AE vowels. For example, 
early and late bilingual listeners assimilated AE front vowel /!/ to both Spanish front /e/ 
(early bilinguals: 49%, late bilinguals: 49%) and Spanish front /i/ (early bilinguals: 50%, 
late bilinguals: 50%) and AE front vowel /"/ to Spanish front /e/ (early bilinguals: 94%, 
late bilinguals: 87%).  For the two groups of listeners, modes were similar to each other 
for AE vowels /!/ (50%, 50%) and /"/ (94%, 87%), suggesting that perceptual 
assimilation of these vowels did not vary as a function of language background. Early 
and late bilingual listeners assimilated AE vowels /æ/ (early bilinguals: 92%, late 
bilinguals: 82%) and /#/ (early bilinguals: 83%, late bilinguals: 75%) primarily to 
Spanish central vowel /a/.  Spanish mode percentages for AE vowels /æ/ and /#/ 
increased as a function of language background, suggesting that earlier age of L2 
acquisition was associated with more stability in vowel representation for these vowels.  
 Early and late bilingual listeners assimilated AE central vowel /$/ to Spanish central 
and back vowels.  For example, early bilingual listeners most often assimilated AE /$/ to 
Spanish /u/ (42%), Spanish /a/ (30%), and Spanish /o/ (24%) and late bilingual listeners 
assimilated AE /$/ to Spanish /a/ (53%) and Spanish /o/ (39%).  The Spanish modal 
choice for AE /$/ differed for early and late bilingual listeners (/u/, /a/, respectively).  
Additionally, AE vowel /$/ received a relatively low modal percentage score (42%, 53%) 
by early and late bilingual listeners respectively, indicating difficulty or inconsistency in 
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categorizing this vowel.   
 Overall, median goodness ratings for all vowels increased from early to late 
bilingual listeners, suggesting that late bilingual listeners perceived AE vowels as more 
like their native vowels than early bilingual listeners.  Furthermore, the majority of AE 
vowels (/!/,/"/, /æ/, /#/, /$/, /o/) received high median goodness ratings (8,5,8,9,8,9, 
respectively) by late bilingual listeners suggesting that late bilingual listeners accepted 
AE vowels as good instances of their Spanish category and were possibly less attuned to 
the differences between these AE and Spanish vowels than early bilingual listeners 
(median goodness ratings: 6,1,3,7,7,6). Mixed effects logistic regression indicated a 
statistically significant difference in goodness ratings for early and late bilingual listeners 
(p = .049) (see Appendix P). 
When early and late bilingual listeners’ responses were compared for each AE 
vowel stimulus presented, a mixed effects logistic regression indicated no statistically 
significant difference in responses for AE /i/, /!/, /#/, or /o/ (see Appendix Q).  However, 
a statistically significant difference in responses was evident for AE vowel /"/, /æ/, and 
/$/ stimuli.  For example, a significant difference between early and late bilingual 
listeners’ responses to AE vowel /"/ was found for their Spanish vowel response /a/ (p = 
.018) and for /e/ (p = .034).  Likewise, a significant difference between early and late 
bilingual listeners’ responses to AE /$/ was found for their Spanish vowel response /a/ (p 
= .015) and /u/ (p < .001).  Lastly, a significant difference or a trend (i.e., a difference 
approaching significance) between early and late bilingual listeners’ responses to AE 
vowel /æ/ was found for their Spanish vowel response /a/ (p = .009), /e/ (p = .051), and 
/o/ (p = .054).  
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3.3. Categorial Discrimination of AE vowels: language background and 
particular vowel effects  
 
In response to the second research question, regarding language background and 
particular vowel effects on categorial discrimination, results are provided in Figure 2 
which displays the percent correct for each vowel contrast by each listener group.  The 
AE vowel contrast is along the X-axis and the percent correct with error bars representing 
standard error of the mean in percent is along the Y-axis.  Overall, discrimination 
accuracy was highest for monolingual AE listeners (mean accuracy = 97%), followed by 
early bilingual (mean accuracy = 80%) and late bilingual listeners (mean accuracy = 
66%).  Mixed effects logistic regression confirmed that monolingual listeners performed 
significantly more accurately than early and late bilingual listeners (z = -6.24, p < .001 
and z = -9.21, p < .001 respectively), and early bilingual listeners performed more 
accurately than late bilingual listeners (z = -3.45, p = .001) (see Appendices R).  
As seen in the graph in Figure 2, monolingual AE listeners performed close to 
ceiling for all vowel contrasts: /i-!/ (99%), /"-æ/ (98%), /!-#/ (96%), /"-$/ (96%), and /æ-
$/ (94%).  Accuracy in discriminating vowel contrasts varied for early and late bilingual 
listeners.  For example, for early bilingual listeners, high discrimination accuracy was 
evident for vowel contrasts /!-#/ (91%) and /!-i/ (86%), /"-æ/ (77%), /"-$/ (73%), and /æ-
$/ (72%).  Likewise, late bilingual listeners showed high discrimination accuracy for /!-#/ 
(78%) and /!-i/ (74%), although they showed lower accuracy in discriminating vowel 
contrasts /æ-$/ (60%), /"-$/ (59%), and /"-æ/ (57%). Results from further analyses 
indicated significant differences between all listener groups (early bilinguals versus 
monolingual: p <.001; late bilinguals versus monolingual: p <.001; late bilinguals versus 
early bilingual: p = .001) for all vowel contrasts, as shown in Appendix S.  
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3.4. Identification of AE vowels: language background and particular vowel 
effects  
 
With regard to language background and particular vowel effects on identification 
of AE vowels (Research Question 3), an overview of identification results is provided in 
Figure 3, which displays the AE vowels that early bilingual (EB) and late bilingual (LB) 
listeners chose for all AE vowel stimuli.  The AE vowel stimuli are represented along the 
X-axis and the percent correct with error bars representing standard error of the mean is 
along the Y-axis.  As expected, monolingual AE listeners identified AE vowels with the 
highest accuracy (mean accuracy = 90%), followed by early bilingual (mean accuracy = 
67%), and late bilingual listeners (mean accuracy = 43%).  Mixed effects logistic 
regression revealed that monolingual listeners performed significantly more accurately 
than early and late bilingual listeners (z = - 3.50, p < .001 and z = - 7.08, p < .001 
respectively) and early bilingual listeners performed more accurately than late bilingual 
listeners (z = - 3.78, p < .001) as shown in Appendix U.  
As shown in the graph in Figure 3, AE vowels were identified with varying 
degrees of accuracy by listeners.  AE high front vowel /i/ was identified the most 
accurately by all groups (monolinguals = 93%, early bilinguals = 82%, late bilinguals = 
69%).  Identification accuracy for AE back vowel /!/ varied for listeners: monolinguals 
(89%), early bilinguals (60%) and late bilinguals (15%).  Likewise, the identification 
accuracy of AE vowel /"/ (monolinguals = 96%, early bilinguals = 75%, and late 
bilinguals = 41%) and AE vowel /#/ (monolinguals = 92%, early bilinguals = 76%, and 
late bilinguals = 57%) varied for listeners.  AE low back vowel /$/ was identified the 
least accurately by all groups (monolinguals = 70%, early bilinguals = 39%, late 
bilinguals = 14%).  Statistical analyses revealed significant difference in identification 
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accuracy for all vowels between groups of listeners except for AE vowel /i/ (z = - 1.33, p 
= .183) between early bilingual and monolingual listeners (see Appendix U).  
3.5. Predicting categorial discrimination accuracy based on perceptual 
assimilation patterns 
 
A cross-language assimilation overlap method (Levy, 2009) was used in order to 
determine whether errors in categorial discrimination were related to the listeners’ 
perceptual assimilation patterns (Research Question 4).  A cross-language assimilation 
overlap score quantifies the extent to which perceptual assimilation for one vowel in a 
contrast overlaps with the perceptual assimilation of the other vowel in the contrast.  This 
score is then compared to discrimination error scores to test the prediction by the PAM- 
L2 (Best & Tyler, 2007) that perceptual assimilation patterns (i.e., overlap in 
assimilation) predict discrimination accuracy (i.e., poorer discrimination).  For example, 
if two AE vowels were assimilated to a single native category yielding a high 
assimilation overlap score and high discrimination errors, this would support the PAM-
L2. 
A cross-language assimilation overlap score and a categorial discrimination error 
score were calculated for each bilingual group as shown in Table 4.  The left hand 
column lists the vowel contrast and is followed by the cross-language assimilation 
overlap score and discrimination percent error, arranged by overlap score in ascending 
order.  Generally, the PAM-L2 (Best & Tyler, 2007) was supported in that AE vowels 
that were assimilated to the same native Spanish vowel in the perceptual assimilation task 
also showed higher discrimination errors than vowels that were assimilated to distinct 
categories.  For example, in this study both segments /æ/ and /!/ were perceptually 
assimilated to Spanish /a/ by early and late bilingual listeners, yielding a high cross-
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language assimilation overlap score (79.8%, 75.9%, respectively) for vowel contrast /æ-
!/.  As expected, the contrast was poorly discriminated by early and late bilingual 
listeners which resulted in high discrimination errors (28.5%, 40.1%, respectively).  
Conversely, vowel contrasts whose segments were assimilated to separate vowel 
categories were discriminated more accurately.  This was observed for the control 
contrast /i-!/ as each segment was perceptually assimilated to different categories 
(Spanish /i/ and /a/) during perceptual assimilation tasks, yielding a low percent of cross-
language assimilation overlap (.92%, .73%, respectively) by early and late bilingual 
listeners.  Thus, it was discriminated with fewer errors (2.4%, 3.1%, respectively).   
The scatter plot in Figure 4 demonstrates the relationship between cross-language 
assimilation overlap and discrimination performance for all vowel contrasts.  Along the 
x-axis are the cross-language assimilation overlap scores, while the y-axis represents the 
percent errors in discrimination.  Each point in the graph demonstrates a bilingual group’s 
response to a particular vowel contrast.  Scores for the early bilingual listeners are 
represented by circles, whereas scores for late bilingual listeners are represented by 
triangles. As the figure shows, in general AE vowels that had a high assimilation overlap 
score yielded high discrimination errors. A Spearman rank order correlation indicated a 
strong correlation between overlap scores and discrimination errors (" = .543, p = .266) 
as shown in Appendix V. However, this correlation did not reach statistical significance 
as the sample size was small. When the control contrast was excluded, the findings were 
similar.  Likewise, for late bilingual listeners, as the cross-language assimilation overlap 
increased, so did discrimination errors (" = .829, p = .042).  This suggests that for late 
bilingual listeners, perceptual assimilation patterns were highly correlated with 
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discrimination performance.  However, results should be interpreted with caution due to 
the small sample size. 
!"#$%&'()*(+,-./--,01(
)*2(3/44#'5(
! This study evaluated the perception of American English vowels by native Spanish 
adults who were early or late learners of English, with the goals of understanding the 
perceptual patterns of this large population of bilinguals and relating the findings to 
general questions about perceptual changes that occur in second-language learning.  To 
the author’s knowledge, this is the first study that measures the effects of age of L2 
acquisition in vowel perception in two commonly spoken languages (AE and Spanish) in 
natural speech and in the context of noise, which represents everyday conditions in which 
speech perception takes place. 
 In a Perceptual Assimilation task, early bilingual listeners demonstrated similar 
perceptual assimilation patterns to late bilingual listeners, but judged AE vowels as less 
Spanish sounding than did late learners.  Early bilinguals also discriminated and 
identified AE vowels more accurately than did late bilingual listeners, although not as 
accurately as did native speakers.  For both early and late bilingual listeners, some vowels 
(/!/, /"/ and /æ/) were more difficult to discriminate and identify than others.  AE vowels 
in contrasts with speech sounds that were assimilated to separate native vowel categories 
in the Perceptual Assimilation task were discriminated more accurately than those 
contrasts whose vowels were assimilated to the same native vowel categories, an 
outcome predicted by the Perceptual Assimilation Model-L2 (Best & Tyler, 1997). 
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4.2. Perceptual assimilation results: language background 
 Although similar perceptual assimilation patterns were found between early and 
late bilingual listeners in the present study, the majority of AE vowels received higher 
median goodness ratings by late bilingual than early bilingual listeners, suggesting that 
late bilingual listeners accepted AE vowels as better instances of their Spanish categories.  
Thus, although similar perceptual assimilation patterns were present, early bilinguals may 
have become more attuned to the differences between AE and Spanish vowels than late 
bilingual listeners.  This is consistent with Levy’s (2009) finding that overall median 
goodness ratings for Parisian French vowels were higher for AE listeners with minimal 
French experience than for AE listeners with extensive French experience, suggesting 
that listeners perceived L2 vowels as less like their native vowels with increased French 
language experience.  Therefore, learning to recognize phonetic differences between 
native and L2 vowels appears to come with early and extensive exposure to the L2.  
 
4.2.1 Perceptual assimilation results: particular vowels 
In the present study, perceptual assimilation patterns demonstrated by listeners 
indicate that certain AE vowels are more difficult for native Spanish speakers to 
categorize than others.  For example, early and late bilingual listeners consistently 
assimilated AE front vowel /!/ to a single native category (Spanish /e/), suggesting that 
AE /!/ was perceived as a good exemplar of Spanish /e/.  Conversely, early and late 
bilingual listeners at times assimilated AE vowels to more than one native category.  For 
example, AE central vowel /"/ was most often assimilated to Spanish back vowels 
(Spanish /u/ and /o/) and to a Spanish central vowel /a/.  AE vowel /"/ may have been 
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assimilated to Spanish /a/ due to their proximity in vowel space (AE vowel /!/: F1 820 
Hz, F2 1522 Hz; Spanish /a/: F1 638 Hz, F2 1353 Hz) (Bradlow, 1995).  Surprisingly, 
AE vowel /!/ was assimilated to Spanish /u/, perhaps influenced by orthography. Lastly, 
early and late bilingual listeners assimilated several AE vowels (AE back vowel /"/ and 
AE front vowel /æ/) to a single native category (central Spanish vowel /a/).  Although 
listeners assimilated an AE back vowel (AE /"/) to a central Spanish vowel (Spanish /a/), 
the F2 value, indicating vowel backness, for AE vowel /"/ (1463 Hz) was more similar to 
the F2 value of Spanish vowel /a/ (1353 Hz) (Bradlow, 1995) than to back Spanish 
vowels (Spanish /o/: 1019 Hz; Spanish /u/: 992 Hz) (Bradlow, 1995). AE front vowel /æ/ 
may have been assimilated to a central Spanish /a/ due to its similar F1 value, reflecting 
vowel height (AE vowel /æ/: 682 Hz, Spanish /a/ (638 Hz) (Bradlow, 1995).  However, 
AE front vowel /æ/ had a more similar F2 value to Spanish /e/ (AE vowel /æ/: 1864 Hz, 
Spanish /e/: 1814 Hz) (Bradlow, 1995) than to Spanish /a/ (1353 Hz) (Bradlow, 1995).  
Despite the similar F2 values between AE /æ/ and Spanish /e/, listeners may have 
assimilated AE /æ/ to Spanish /a/ because Spanish /e/ was found to be a good exemplar of 
AE vowel /#/. This suggests that listeners will not assimilate an L2 vowel to a native 
category that has already been established for another L2 vowel despite the similarity in 
vowel height or backness between that native and L2 vowel.  Overall, perceptual 
assimilation patterns found in the present study are similar to patterns found in 
Morrison’s (2008) perceptual assimilation study of Western Canadian-English synthetic 
vowels by monolingual Mexican-Spanish and monolingual Peninsular-Spanish listeners, 
Flege’s (1991) identification study of AE vowels by late Spanish-English bilingual 
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listeners, as well as Escudero and Chládková’s (2010) perceptual assimilation study of 
synthetic AE vowels by Peruvian Spanish monolingual listeners.  
According to the Speech Learning Model (SLM) (Flege, 1995), L2 learners must 
detect phonetic differences between L2 and native sounds before establishing a new L2 
category.  That is, when AE vowels are accepted as good instances of Spanish categories, 
there will be little learning.  However, when AE vowels are perceived as less like native 
vowels, evidence of learning will be observed. In the present study, AE /!/ and /"/ 
received higher median goodness rating than AE /#/ /æ/, and /o/ suggesting that AE /#/ /æ/, 
and /o/ may be easier to learn as they are perceived to be much different than Spanish 
vowels and that listeners presumably established new L2 categories for these vowels. 
4.3. Categorial discrimination results: language background 
In this study, discrimination accuracy increased as a function of early exposure to 
the L2, which is consistent with the cross-language speech perception literature (Flege et 
al., 1999; Flege & MacKay, 2004) and was predicted at the outset of the study, 
suggesting that early L2 acquisition heightens Spanish bilingual listeners’ ability to 
perceive cross-language phonetic differences.  The present study’s finding that 
monolingual AE listeners discriminated AE vowels most accurately, followed by early 
bilingual and late bilingual listeners is in line with Flege and MacKay’s (2004) and Flege 
et al.’s (1999) finding that early Italian-English bilingual listeners discriminated 
Canadian-English vowels more accurately than late Italian-English listeners.  The 
significant language background and experience effect is also consistent with Levy’s 
(2009) and Levy and Strange’s (2008) finding that listeners who had studied French 
discriminated most French vowels more accurately than non-French-speaking AE 
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listeners.  Furthermore, AE listeners with extensive French immersion experience 
discriminated Parisian French vowel contrasts more accurately than AE listeners with 
formal French experience (Levy, 2009a).  
Although discrimination accuracy of L2 vowels improved with early age of L2 
acquisition (mean age = 5 years), early bilingual listeners’ vowel discrimination was not 
native-like, suggesting that early bilingual listeners’ native vowel system may continue to 
influence their L2 vowel perception, despite their early age of second language 
acquisition.  These findings are consistent with Pallier, Bosch, and Sebastian-Galles 
(1997), who found that early Spanish-Catalan bilingual listeners had difficulty 
discriminating Catalan vowel contrasts despite their early exposure to Catalan.  
Individual differences among early bilingual listeners in the present study may 
have influenced their perceptual accuracy.  For example, early bilinguals’ daily use of 
Spanish varied among listeners (25% vs 75%).  High-continued use of Spanish may have 
negatively impacted early bilingual listeners’ performance, as Flege et al. (2004) found 
that early Italian-English bilingual listeners with “high-continued use” of their native 
language discriminated Canadian-English vowels less accurately than early Italian-
English bilingual listeners with “low-continued use” of their native language.  This 
suggests that high use of a native language may influence the phonetic properties of the 
native language despite listeners’ early age of L2 acquisition.  Additionally, in the present 
study, length of residence (LOR) varied among early bilingual listeners (10 vs 42 yrs).  
Previous studies have shown that LOR in the L2 country influences the accuracy of L2 
vowel perception (Morrison, 2002; Flege, 1991; Flege et al., 1997), suggesting that 
listeners who reside in their L2 country for a longer period more accurately perceive L2 
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vowels than listeners with a shorter LOR.  Additional studies with more participants are 
needed to control for factors confounding with age.  
4.3.1. Categorial discrimination results: particular vowels 
Discrimination accuracy varied as a function of the particular vowel contrast in 
this study, suggesting that the relationship between Spanish and AE vowel inventories 
causes some vowels to be more difficult to discriminate than others.  Given that there are 
more AE than Spanish vowels, it is expected that Spanish bilingual listeners would 
discriminate AE vowels in a single category assimilation type pattern.  The present study 
showed that single category type patterns (e.g. vowels in contrasts /!-æ/, /!-"/, and /æ-"/ 
were assimilated to Spanish /a/) are common for Spanish bilingual listeners, but listeners 
also discriminate AE vowels as separate phonetic categories (e.g. /"-i/).   
Overall, some contrasts were discriminated more accurately than others, 
indicating that certain contrasts were more learnable than others. When listeners 
assimilated AE vowels to a single native vowel, their discrimination accuracy was 
reduced.  Higher discrimination accuracy was revealed when AE vowels were assimilated 
to distinct native vowels.  For example, the control contrast /"-i/, which contains vowels 
distant in vowel space, resulted in few discrimination errors.  Although early and late 
bilingual listeners assimilated each AE vowel in contrast /#-$/ to Spanish /e/, listeners 
more often assimilated AE vowel /$/ to Spanish /e/ than AE vowel /#/ to Spanish /e/. 
Therefore AE vowel /$/ may have been considered a “better instance” of Spanish /e/ than 
AE vowel /#/ as suggested by the PAM-L2’s (Best & Tyler, 2007) category-goodness 
assimilation type pattern yielding moderate to very good discrimination accuracy. 
Additionally, vowel contrast /#-i/ was discriminated with high accuracy by listeners. 
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Despite the proximity of these vowels in vowel space, each AE vowel was assimilated to 
two different native vowels (Spanish /e/ and /i/), which resulted in few discrimination 
errors.  This finding conflicts with previous studies that indicate poor discrimination 
accuracy for this vowel contrast (Escudero, 2000; Morrison, 2008; 2009).  However, it 
should be noted that previous studies used different stimuli (Scottish, British, and 
Canadian English synthetic vowels) and participants (Spanish monolingual listeners).  !
Conversely, AE vowel contrasts that contained AE central vowel /!/, such as /!-
æ/ and /!-"/ were discriminated with poor accuracy.  This finding suggests that even 
early bilingual listeners who acquired English at an early age have difficulty 
discriminating these vowels.  Listeners assimilated the vowels in each of these contrasts 
to a single native vowel (Spanish /a/).  Vowel contrast /æ-"/, containing two low vowels, 
was also discriminated poorly.  These two vowels were also presumably assimilated in a 
single-category assimilation pattern.  These findings support studies indicating that L2 
vowels will be discriminated less accurately if both L2 vowels are assimilated to 
instances of a single native language vowel (Best & Tyler, 2007).  Implications for 
learning these difficult L2 vowel contrasts can be explained in the framework of Second 
Language Linguistic Perception Model (L2LP) (Escudero, 2005).  This model posits that 
L2 listeners who perceive each vowel in an L2 contrast as the same native category will 
either “split” their existing native category or create a new one. Spanish bilingual 
listeners may need to split their existing Spanish category /a/ to successfully discriminate 
/!-æ/ and /!-"/ contrasts. That is, listeners may redefine their native categories to 
accurately discriminate difficult L2 vowels contrasts that may exist in a large L2 vowel 
inventory. 
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4.4. Identification results: language background 
 As predicted, monolingual AE listeners identified AE vowels with the highest 
accuracy, followed by early bilingual and late bilingual listeners.  Thus, as predicted, 
early bilingual listeners have an advantage in identifying L2 vowels.  However, early 
bilingual listeners did not identify AE vowels in a native-like manner, suggesting that the 
phonetic properties of their native language influenced L2 speech perception, consistent 
with previous studies (Mack, 1989).  Therefore, although identification of L2 vowels 
improves with age of L2 acquisition, early bilingual listeners’ native phonological 
knowledge may always be present and continue to influence L2 perception.  
 These findings provide support for the SLM (Flege, 1995), according to which 
early bilingual listeners are more likely than late bilingual listeners to form categories for 
L2 vowels. This could be attributed to the interaction hypothesis, which posits that early 
bilinguals’ native vowel categories are developing and less likely to interact with their L2 
at the time of L2 learning.  Therefore early bilinguals’ native and L2 vowels are less 
likely to influence each other than late bilinguals’.  Additionally, the interaction 
hypothesis posits that early bilinguals’ native categories are more malleable than those of 
late bilinguals and therefore early bilinguals are more likely to restructure their native 
phonetic system to accommodate L2 categories.  
4.4.1. Identification results: particular vowels 
 Identification accuracy varied as a function of the particular vowel 
suggesting that the relationship between Spanish and AE vowel inventories can explain 
the difficulties that arise in identification of AE vowels by Spanish bilingual listeners. 
Performance on identification tasks can be explained by perceptual assimilation patterns 
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observed in the perceptual assimilation task.  For example, AE vowel /i/ was identified 
most accurately by all groups which may be attributed to this vowel being consistently 
assimilated to one native category as observed in the perceptual assimilation tasks.  AE 
vowels /!/ and /"/ were identified with moderate accuracy by early and late bilinguals 
which may have resulted from these vowels being assimilated to the same native category 
(Spanish /e/).  AE central vowel /#/ was identified with poor accuracy by early and late 
bilingual listeners, which may be explained by observations from the Perceptual 
Assimilation task, as this vowel was assimilated to multiple Spanish vowels (/u/, /a/, and 
/o/).   Listeners may not have formed a clear category for this vowel, yielding poor 
identification accuracy.  AE vowel /$/ was incorrectly identified as AE vowel /æ/, which 
may be a result of confusion with the orthographic representation of AE vowel /æ/ in the 
selected key word response “gabappa” and Spanish /a/ in “gaboppa”, the vowel that was 
most assimilated to AE vowel /$/.  Additionally, the incorrect identification of AE control 
vowel /o/ may be attributed to the orthographic representation of AE vowel /o/ in the 
keyword response “gaboapa” and the selected keyword “gaboppa” (AE vowel /$/) by 
early and late bilingual listeners.  Future studies may take into consideration these 
orthographic confusions in keyword responses.  
Overall, findings suggest that AE mid (/#/) and low (/æ/, /$/) vowels are difficult 
for Spanish bilingual listeners to identify, which can be explained by the difference in 
mid and low vowel inventory size between Spanish and AE (AE: 6 mid vowels, 2 low 
vowels; Spanish: 2 mid vowels, 1 low vowel).  Therefore, Spanish listeners have fewer 
native vowel categories to assimilate AE low and mid vowels, resulting in difficulty in 
identifying AE /#/, /æ/, and /$/ according to the PAM-L2. 
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4.5. Predicting discrimination performance from perceptual assimilation patterns 
By examining the relationship between native and L2 vowels through the 
framework of the PAM-L2 (Best & Tyler, 2007), predictions can be made about the 
difficulty that Spanish listeners will have when discriminating certain AE vowel 
contrasts.  According to the PAM-L2, listeners’ perceptual assimilation patterns predict 
discrimination outcomes.  In the present study, the PAM-L2 predicted the discrimination 
of AE vowels based on the perceived relationship between AE and Spanish vowels.  
Previous cross-language speech perception studies have tested predictions proposed by 
the PAM-L2 with naïve learners.  For example, Fabra and Romero (2012) found that 
Catalan learners varying in English proficiency demonstrated poor discrimination when 
AE vowels were assimilated in a single category assimilation type pattern and good 
discrimination when vowels were assimilated in a category goodness assimilation type 
pattern.  Similarly, Levy (2009) found that Parisian French vowels that were assimilated 
in a single assimilation pattern by AE listeners differing in French experience were more 
difficult to differentiate than Parisian French vowels that were assimilated in a two 
category assimilation pattern.  Findings from the present study support predictions made 
by the PAM-L2 with listeners in more advanced stages of L2 learning (early and late 
bilinguals) than listeners in previous studies.  
As predicted, in the present study, vowel contrasts whose segments were 
assimilated to separate vowel categories were discriminated with excellent accuracy, 
consistent with the PAM-L2.  For example, segments in vowel contrast /i-!/ were 
assimilated in a two-category assimilation type pattern and were discriminated with high 
accuracy.  Vowel contrasts such as /"-#/ whose segments were assimilated to the same 
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native category (AE /!/ and /"/ to Spanish /e/), but one segment was considered more 
similar to the Spanish /e/ than the other (category-goodness assimilation type pattern) 
yielded moderate to very good discrimination accuracy.  According to PAM-L2, it is 
likely that a new speech sound category was formed for the less similar L2 segment (AE 
/!/) during L2 development. When both AE vowels in a contrast were assimilated to a 
single native category, discrimination accuracy was poor.  For example, AE vowels /#/ 
and /æ/ were perceptually assimilated to Spanish /a/ and, as expected, these vowels were 
poorly discriminated.  
4.6. Limitations 
It is important to note the methodological limitations of this study.  For example, 
the stimuli were spoken by only three native AE speakers who were all from the New 
York regional area for consistency of dialect.  Previous studies have shown that the 
dialect of the non-native language may have an effect on the way vowels are perceived 
by non-native listeners (Escudero & Chládková, 2010).  Thus results obtained from 
listeners’ responses may not be generalizable. 
Another limitation of the study was the complexity of the listeners’ language 
background.  Listeners in this study came from diverse language backgrounds with a 
range of continued use of the native language and length of residence (LOR) in the L2 
country.  These factors have been found to affect accuracy of L2 speech perception 
(Flege, 1991; Flege, Bohn, & Jang, 1997; Flege & MacKay, 2004; Levy, 2009; Levy & 
Strange, 2008; Morrison, 2002).  Additionally, listeners came from diverse dialectal 
backgrounds, even though all were native Spanish speakers.  Previous studies have 
shown that, in addition to the dialect of the L2 language, the dialect of the native 
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language may result in differences in L2 vowel perception (Morrison, 2008).  An analysis 
grouping the listeners by continued use of the native language, LOR, and dialect may 
reveal perceptual differences in listeners.  Future studies with more participants could 
allow subgroup comparisons without loss of statistical power.  
4.7. Conclusion and future directions 
Findings from the present study support the numerous studies indicating that L2 
vowel perception is affected by the age of L2 acquisition and differences in native and L2 
vowel inventories.  It further provides information about the perception of AE vowels by 
early and late Spanish-English bilinguals in natural speech and everyday conditions (in 
the presence of noise).  The earlier age of L2 acquisition was associated with fewer 
discrimination and identification errors.  However, early bilinguals did not demonstrate 
native-like perception of AE vowels. !
In this study, certain AE vowels were challenging to discriminate and identify for 
bilingual listeners.  Especially with the increasing numbers of Hispanic immigrants that 
are entering the US (US Census Bureau, 2011) and are learning AE as a second language, 
this information is valuable for those professionals working with this population.  
Perceptual training programs to improve bilinguals’ perception of these challenging AE 
vowels can be developed during the early years of L2 acquisition, as findings indicate 
that the timing of L2 acquisition influences perception of the L2.!!Additionally, future 
studies may investigate the correlation between the perception and production of L2 
vowels in order to gain information about the relationship between bilingual listeners’ 
perception and their production of L2 vowels and the extent that perceptually difficult AE 
vowels are affected in production.  
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An extension of this study to typically developing children’s vowel perception 
would be useful in documenting changes in children’s L2 perception. Additionally, a 
study of L2 vowel perception in phonologically impaired Spanish-English bilingual 
children may provide information about perceptual learning in individuals who may have 
difficulty perceiving speech sounds in their native language and are faced with a new 








































Table 1.  
 
Perceptual assimilation patterns of American English (AE) vowels to Spanish vowels by 
early bilingual listeners. Percent chosen for the Spanish vowel responses selected are 
presented for each AE vowel stimulus. 
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 /a/ /e/ /i/ /o/ /u/ 
/i/ 0 4.1 95 0.4 0.2 
/!/ 0.6 49 50 0.2 0.7 
/"/ 4.6 94 0.7 0.2 0.9 
/æ/ 92 7 0.2 0.9 0.2 
/#/ 83 0.4 0 11 6 
/$/ 30 4.3 0.2 24 42 
/o/ 0.9 0 0 96 3 





Table 2.  
 
Perceptual assimilation patterns of American English (AE) vowels to Spanish vowels by 
late bilingual listeners. Percent chosen for the Spanish vowel responses selected are 







































 /a/ /e/ /i/ /o/ /u/ 
/i/ 0.2 3.3 96 0 0.2 
/!/ 0.2 49 50 0.9 0 
/"/ 11.3 87 0.6 1.5 0 
/æ/ 82 14 0.6 4 0.4 
/#/ 75 1.3 0.2 23 0.7 
/$/ 53 6.7 0.7 39 0.9 
/o/ 0.3 1.5 0 98 0.3 





Table 3.  
 
Perceptual assimilation of AE vowels by early and late Spanish bilingual listeners: 
Percent chosen for each modal response (most frequent category chosen) and median 
goodness ratings (scale from 1-9, with (1) indicating “least Spanish-like” and (9) 












<*<! <*<! =>! >!
/!/! <*<! >?! @!
/"/! <1<! ="! A!
/æ/! <%<! =B! C!
/#/! <%<! #C! D!
/$/! <-<! "B! D!







<*<! <*<! =@! >!
/!/! <*<! >?! #!
/"/! <1<! #D! >!
/æ/! <%<! #B! #!
/#/! <%<! D>! =!
/$/! <%<! >C! #!















Table 4.  
 
Discrimination accuracy and cross-language assimilation overlap by listener group and 
vowel contrast. A cross-language assimilation overlap score and a categorial 












/i-!/! BC! DEF! CEG!
/"-æ/ BC! HCEG! CCEI!
/"-!/! BC! GC! CJEF!
/#-$/ BC! GKEH! FEG!
/#-i/! BC! LBEH! BGEC!
/æ-!/! BC! IFEK! CKEL!
A,*&!@3'3)01,'!A3-*&)&+-!
/i-!/! BC! EIH! HEB!
/#-$/ BC! GFEB! CC!
/#-i/! BC! LCEK! CJ!
/"-æ/ BC! JDEK! GCEJ!
/æ-!/! BC! ILEF! GDEB!
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Figure 1. Mean Formant 1/Formant 2 vowel spaces (in Hertz) of American English (AE) vowels 
are represented by squares: averages of 3 tokens from 3 monolingual female speakers of AE 
English in /g!bVp!/ context in the phrase “five /g!bVp!/ this time”. Mean F1/F2 vowel spaces (in 
Hertz) of Castilian Spanish vowel tokens taken from Bradlow’s (1995) cross-linguistic study of 




































Figure 2. Mean discrimination accuracy of American English (AE) vowel contrasts by 
monolingual AE listeners (MO) and Early (EB) and Late Bilingual (LB) Listeners. Percent 





































Figure 3. Mean identification accuracy of AE vowels by monolingual AE listeners (MO) and 





























Figure 4. Scatter plot of relation between percent overlap in perceptual assimilation patterns and 
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Appendices 





1. Five gabeepa this time. 
8. Five gabuppa this time. 
4. Five gabeppa this time.  
5. Five gabappa this time. (hat) 
2. Five gabippa this time. 
3. Five gabaypa this time. 
11.  Five gaboopa this time.   
9. Five gaboapa this time. (road) 
6. Five gaboppa this time. 
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Appendix D: Design of the Perceptual Assimilation Task 
 
Task Familiarization: 
1 block of /o/, /e/, and /u/ in a /g!bVp!/ context ; 10-trial task familiarization block. 
 
Stimulus familiarization: 
1 trial of each vowel from test block, totaling 6 trials. 
 
Experiment: 
1. 6 blocks 
2. 6 AE vowels /(i/, $"$, /#/, /$/, /æ /, and /%/) x 3 talkers x 3 tokens of each word x 5 
trials of each token, totaling 270 trials  
3. Control /o/- 3 talkers x 3 tokens x 3 repetitions, totaling 27 trials 
4. Total stimuli: 270 experimental trials + 27 control trials = 297 trials 
Sequence of blocks: 
Task familiarization: 10 trials 
Stimulus familiarization: 6 trials 
Experimental block 1: 50 trials 
Experimental block 2: 50 trials 
Experimental block 3: 50 trials 
Experimental block 4: 50 trials 
Experimental block 5: 50 trials 
Experimental block 6: 47 trials 
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Appendix E: Instructions for Perceptual Assimilation Task 
Familiarization  
In this part of the experiment you will continue to hear the same nonsense words.   
 Please listen to the second vowel sound of the word (e.g. gabeepa) and determine which 
Spanish sound is the best example of that sound. Indicate the vowel by choosing one of 






Before we start, please read each of the above words aloud to the   experimenter, 
and pronounce the vowel sound in each word by saying "bapo"  has the vowel sound… 
"bepo" has the sound… 
After you indicate the vowel, the same phrase will be presented again and you 
will see a rating scale from 1-9.  The purpose of the scale is for you to indicate how good 
an example you feel the American English vowel is of the Spanish vowel you chose. If 
you feel the AE vowel is a good example of the Spanish vowel, choose a point on the 
scale near "most Spanish-like (9)." If you feel the AE vowel is a poor example of the 
Spanish vowel select a point near the "least Spanish-like" end of the scale (1).  
So first listen to the second vowel of the American English nonsense word in the 
phrase and choose the Spanish key word that has the vowel that is the best example of 
that sound. Then listen to it a second time and rate how good an example it is. 
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You will now complete a practice block of 6 trials.  In these trials you are going to 
hear the vowels that you will hear again in the experiment.  This is just for practice so 
that you can get used to the vowels.  
Do you have any questions?  
When you're ready to begin, go ahead and click the left mouse button. 
 
Experiment 
You will now complete 6 blocks of about 50 trials.  Again, first listen to the 
second vowel of the American English nonsense word in the phrase and choose the 
Spanish keyword that is a good example of that sound.  Then rate the vowel. Please try to 
use the whole rating scale from 1-9. That is, do not just rate the vowels as most Spanish-
like or least Spanish-like, but rather make detailed judgments about how good of an 
example or poor of an example the sounds are (use the numbers 2 through 8, too).  
Do you have any questions?  
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Appendix G: Design of the Categorial Discrimination Task 
 
Task familiarization: 
1 block of 3 contrasts  (/!-i/, /u-æ/, and /i-o/) in a /g"bVp"/ context in a carrier phrase 
“five g"pVp" this time” in an AXB paradigm; 3 talkers x 5 tokens of each vowel contrast, 
totaling 15 trials. 
Stimulus familiarization:  
1 copy of a test block; 22-trial stimulus familiarization block 
 
Experiment:  
1. 4 blocks 
2. 5 vowel contrasts (/i- #$, $#-$/, /!-%/, /!-æ/, /æ -%/ ) x 3 talkers x 3 tokens x 4 
repetitions, totaling 180 responses 
3. Control contrast /%-i/ : 3 talkers x  tokens x  repetitions,  totaling 24 trials 
4. Total stimuli: 180 experimental trials + 24 control trials= 204 trials 
 
%&'(&)*&!+,!-.+*/01!
Task familiarization: 15 trials 
Stimulus Familiarization: 22 trials 
Experimental block 1: 50 trials 
Experimental block 2: 50 trials 
Experimental block 3: 50 trials 
Experimental block 4: 54 trials 
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Appendix H: Instructions for Categorial Discrimination Task 
Familiarization 
This experiment is about the way you hear speech sounds.  Let's go over the 
vowels of American English using nonsense words in the form “gab-vowel-pa.”  
Please read each of the following words aloud to the experimenter: 
gabeepa   
gabippa   
gabuppa 
gabaypa   
gaboapa (road) 
gabeppa   
gabappa (hat)   
gaboopa 
gaboppa 
You will hear three phrases, such as "five gabeepa this time/ five gaboapa this 
time/ five gaboapa this time." The phrases will be spoken by three different people. The 
phrases will be in noise and may be hard to hear. Try to focus only on the pronunciation 
of the target vowel and ignore any other factors (e.g., recording, quality, rate, volume). 
Your task is to say whether the vowel in the nonsense (target) word of the middle 
phrase is the same as the one in the first phrase or the one in the third phrase. For this 
example, the vowel in "gaboapa" in the middle phrase is the same as the vowel in the 
third phrase "gaboapa." 
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You will see the numbers "1" and "3" and an "X" on your screen. If the vowel in 
the target word of the middle phrase is the same as the one in the first phrase, click on 
"1". If, on the other hand, it is the same as the one in the third phrase, click on "3". In the 
example, you would click on "3" because the vowel in "gaboapa" in the middle sentence 
is the same as the vowel in "gaboapa" in the third phrase.  
This first part of the study will be a practice section so that you become familiar 
with the task. You will hear 15 trials (sets of sentences). Do you have any questions? 
Please left click on the mouse when you're ready to continue. 
You will now complete another block of trials.  This block is also a practice block 
so that you can become familiar with the words.  It will have 22 trials.  Do you have any 
questions? Remember your options are "1" or "3".   
Experiment  
You will now complete 4 blocks of about 50 trials.  Remember your options are 
"1" or "3". Do you have any questions?  
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Appendix J: Design of the Identification Task 
 
Task Familiarization: 
1 block of /o/, /e/, and /u/ in a /g!bVp!/ context ; 10-trial task familiarization block. 
Experiment: 
1. 6 blocks 
2. 6 AE vowels /(i/, $"$, /#/, /$/, /æ /, and /%/) x 3 talkers x 3 tokens of each word x 5 
trials of each token, totaling 270 trials  
3. Control /o/- 3 talkers x 3 tokens x 3 repetitions, totaling 27 trials 
4. Total stimuli: 270 experimental trials + 27 control trials = 297 trials 
 
Sequence of blocks: 
Task familiarization: 10 trials 
Experimental block 1: 50 trials 
Experimental block 2: 50 trials 
Experimental block 3: 50 trials 
Experimental block 4: 50 trials 
Experimental block 5: 50 trials 
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Appendix K: Instructions for Identification Task 
 
Familiarization and Experiment: 
Now you will again hear people saying nonsense words in the form of  “gab-
vowel-pa” in phrases.  The phrases will be in noise and may be hard to hear.  You will 
then see the American English nonsense words you know (e.g., gabeepa, gabippa, etc.).  
When you hear the nonsense word, listen to the second vowel and choose the vowel you 
heard. 
 So you’ll listen to the second vowel of the nonsense word (“gab-vowel-pa”) in a 
phrase and choose the word that has the vowel you heard.  Try to focus only on the 
pronunciation of the target vowel and ignore any other factors (e.g. recording, quality, 
rate, volume). 
 You will complete 7 blocks of phrases.  The first block has 10 trials and the rest 
have approximately 50 trials.  Do you have any questions?   
Whenever you’re ready, press the left mouse button.  Thank you so much for your 
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Appendix O: Language Background Questionnaire for Monolingual English Participants 
 
 
Language Background Questionnaire for Monolingual English Participants 
 
The aim of this questionnaire is to obtain information about you language history. Please 
complete this questionnaire to the best of your knowledge.  
 
Participant (pseudonym): ____________ 
Date: _______________ 
Date of birth: ________________ Gender: _________ Age: ___________  
Birthplace: ___________________________ _______________________________ 
                                 Town/City     State/Country  
What is your highest level of education? ___________________ 
How did you find out about this study? ________________________________________ 
Occupation: ________________ 
 
What is your 1st language_____________ 2nd__________________3rd_______________ 
Were you born in the US? Please circle.   YES          NO 
If “no”, please inform researcher. 
 
Years living in the US________________ 
Number of years of formal education in English-speaking country _______ 
Number of years of formal education in Spanish-speaking country _______ 
 
How many years of high school did you complete? _______ 
How many years of college did you complete? ___________ 
How many years of graduate school did you complete? _____ 
 
 
Places You Have Lived (City/State/Country) Years Language Spoken 
   
   
   
   
   
 
Parent 1’s Birthplace: _________Languages Parent 1 spoke fluently: _____________ 
Parent 1’s Birthplace: _________Languages Parent 1 spoke fluently: _____________ 
 





What languages were spoken to you when you were growing up? By whom? Please 
check. 
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  English Spanish Other language 
Parents    
Siblings    
Grandparents    
Relatives    
Babysitter    
Friends    
What languages did you speak to the following people when you were growing up? 
Please check. 
 
  English Spanish Other language 
Parents    
Siblings    
Grandparents    
Relatives    
Babysitter    
Friends    
 
Do you have normal hearing? YES / NO 
Have you had a recent hearing screening? YES___ NO____ If yes, what were the 
results?________________________________________________  
Have you ever received speech-language therapy? YES________ NO________ If yes, 
when and for how many years? If yes, please describe (e.g., difficult producing sounds, 
trouble expressing ideas, etc...)______________________________________ 
Were you in special education? YES ________  NO ___________ 
Please add any comments/concerns __________________________________________ 
 




Please estimate how much you hear/speak English in these places/situations: 
 
 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
Home 
 
           
School 
 
           
Work 
 
           
With friends 
 
           
Visiting 
family 
           
On the 
telephone 
           
At social 
events 
           
Listening 
TV/radio 
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What other language(s) is/are spoken during the rest of the time? ____________ 
 
Do you speak any language other than English on a regular basis? Please circle.  
Strongly agree Somewhat agree    Neutral   Somewhat disagree    strongly disagree 
 
What percentage of English do you use on a regular basis? ___________ 
 
What language do you prefer to use?___________________________________ 
 
 
Please estimate your ability to speak, understand, read and write English and another 
language- use “1” to indicate “poor” skills and “7” to indicate “strong” skills. 
 
 English  Other Language 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Understanding                
Speaking                
Reading                
Writing                
Other Language: __________________ 
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Appendix P: Language Background Questionnaire for Bilingual Participants 
 
Language Background Questionnaire for Bilingual Participants 
 
The aim of this questionnaire is to obtain information about you language history. Please complete this 
questionnaire to the best of your knowledge.  
 
Participant (pseudonym): ____________ 
Date: _______________ 
Date of birth: ________________ Gender: _________ Age: ___________  
Birthplace: ___________________________ _______________________________ 
                                 Town/City     State/Country  
What is your highest level of education? ___________________ 
How did you find out about this study? ________________________________________ 
Occupation: ________________ 
 
What is your 1st language_____________ 2nd__________________3rd_______________ 
Age of arrival in the US______________ 
Years living in the US________________ 
Number of years of formal education in Spanish-speaking country _______ 
Number of years of formal education in English-speaking country _______ 
 
Places You Have Lived 
(City/State/Country) 
Years Language Spoken 
   
   
   
   
   
 
Parent 1’s Birthplace: _________Languages Parent 1 spoke fluently_________________ 
Parent 2’s Birthplace: _________Languages Parent 2 spoke fluently_________________ 
 





How old were you when you started learning/acquiring English? ___________ 
What languages were spoken to you when you were growing up? By who? Please check. 
 
  English Spanish Other language 
Parents    
Siblings    
Grandparents    
Relatives    
Babysitter    
Friends    
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What languages did you speak to the following people when you were growing up? Please check. 
 
  English Spanish Other language 
Parents    
Siblings    
Grandparents    
Relatives    
Babysitter    
Friends    
 
School 
If you attended elementary school in a Spanish speaking country, what language(s) were used in 
your classroom? 
1. __________________2. ____________________ 3.________________  N/A 
 
Before arriving to the US, how many years did you take English in: 
elementary school (1st-8th grade)_______ 
high school:_________  
college: _______  




If you attended elementary school in the US, what type of classroom were you in? Please circle. 
English only    Bilingual (Spanish-English)   ESL  n/a 
 
If you attended high school in the US, what type of classroom were you in? Please circle. 
English only    Bilingual (Spanish-English)   ESL  n/a 
 
How many years of high school did you complete? _______ 
How many years of college did you complete? ___________ 
How many years of graduate school did you complete? _____ 
 
How many years in total did you study English? ________ 
 
Do you have normal hearing? YES / NO 
Have you had a recent hearing screening? YES___ NO____ If yes, what were the 
results?________________________________________________  
Have you ever received speech-language therapy? YES________ NO________ If yes, when and 
for how many years? If yes, please describe (e.g., difficult producing sounds, trouble expressing 
ideas, etc...)______________________________________ 
Were you in special education? YES ________  NO ___________ 
Please add any comments/concerns __________________________________________ 
 




Please estimate how much you hear/speak Spanish in these places/situations. Please write an “H” 
for hear and “S” for speak in the corresponding box.  
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 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
Home 
 
           
School 
 
           
Work 
 
           
With friends            
Visiting 
family 
           
On the 
telephone 
           
At social 
events 
           
Listening 
TV/radio 
           
 
What other language(s) is/are spoken during the rest of the time? ____________ 
 
Please estimate, using a percentage (%) how much you have spoken in Spanish in the past 5 years 
_______; in the past 5 months_________; in the past 5 weeks ____________ 
 
Do you speak Spanish on a regular basis? Please circle.  
Strongly agree Somewhat agree    Neutral   Somewhat disagree    strongly disagree 
 
What percentage of Spanish do you use on a regular basis? ___________ 
What percentage of English do you use on a regular basis? ___________ 
 
What language do you prefer to use?___________________________________ 
 
Please estimate your ability to speak, understand, read and write English and Spanish- use “1” to 
indicate “poor” skills and “7” to indicate “strong” skills. 
 
 English  Spanish 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Understanding                
Speaking                
Reading                
Writing                
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Appendix Q.  
 
Summary of mixed effects logistic regression for goodness rating scores on perceptual 
assimilation tasks in early and late bilingual listeners. 
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Appendix R.  
 
Summary of mixed effects logistic regression for perceptual assimilation patterns in EB 
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B'B! C;D! C;>! ?;CG>! H;FF#! G;DH! ;DC>! JC;FC?K!HD;G#?L!
BNB! C;I! C! E! ! ! ! !
/"/!
B-B! F;H! GG;#! #;#>#! G;IF"! D;#I! !"#CG"" JG;D#HK!>;#GDL!
B)B! >#;?! "H;I! C;#"C! C;GI#! MD;GD! !";C#F" JC;G?HK!C;>D>L!
B/B! C;I! C;H! C;IF>! C;?IF! MC;#"! ;ICH! JC;GHIK!#;#HGL!
B'B! C;D! G;?! ";GHI! >;CIH! G;">! ;C?>! JC;>D?K!ID;GGL!
BNB! C;>! C! E! ! ! ! !
/æ/!
B-B! >G;I! "D! C;#>C! C;GFG! MD;H! O;CC>! JC;G>DK!C;I>FL!
B)B! I! G#;?! D;G>I! C;"""! G;>?! O;C?G! JC;>>?K!F;"?GL!
B/B! C;D! C;H! D;>">! #;"HF! C;"?! ;#>I! JC;D#IK!#I;H?FL!
B'B! C;>! #;?! #;"#>! D;H"#! G;>D! O;C?F! JC;>IHK!G?;GCIL!
BNB! C;D! C;F! D;CCF! D;F?I! C;?I! ;?IG! JC;G"GK!DD;GH#L!
/#/!
B-B! "D;H! I?! C;HI>! C;F"D! MC;?F! ;?"H! JC;GH>K!D;I##L!
B)B! C;F! G;#! F;FCI! ?;?#I! G;G"! ;D#"! JC;#I?K!?G;IDGL!
B/B! C! C;D! E! ! ! ! !
B'B! GC;>! DD;"! G;"#F! G;DIF! C;"I! ;#"#! JC;FIK!I;G?HL!
BNB! H;G! C;I! C;GIF! C;DD#! MG;#I! ;GID! JC;CGFK!D;GFGL!
/$/!
B-B! D>;F! ?#;G! >;ID>! >;GDD! D;F#! O;CG?! JG;?F>K!HG;GG>L!
B)B! F;#! H;I! G;HI?! G;GIG! C;IF! ;FHG! JC;FDHK!H;?>L!
B/B! C;D! C;I! F;CDD! F;?CF! G;DF! ;DGF! JC;FF"K!#H;GC?L!
B'B! DF;F! #";?! D;?F?! G;"#I! G;D>! ;G>H! JC;HG"K!GC;FIIL!
BNB! FG;I! C;>! C;CCG! C;CCG! M#;HH! OP;CCG! JCK!C;C#?L!
B'B!
B-B! C;>! C;#! C;##D! C;#"F! MC;>?! ;#F! JC;C#FK!#;DL!
B)B! C! G;?! E! ! ! ! !
B/B! C! C! E! ! ! ! !
B'B! >H! >I;"! C;>ID! G;#CF! MC;CD! ;>"#! JC;CIK!G#;F"?L!
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Appendix S.  
 
Summary of mixed effects logistic regression for Discrimination Accuracy of AE Vowel 
Contrasts by Early (EB) and Late Bilingual (LB) Listeners 
!
!"#$%&'(($)*& '+*",-*$./'0& !" #" 123&45&
/!-i/! "#$%&'$#%()*! "#+,! -#$),! .$#$"/!0#"$(1!
/æ-"/! 2$#%)"'$#(%+*! 2"#%"! #"("! .2"#0))/!$#"&01!
/#-æ/! $#%3)'$#)%,*! "#0%! #0"! .2$#(0)/!"#)3(1!
/#-"/! 2$#$,0'$#(+*! 2$#0"! #,()! .2$#,)%/!$#&,01!
4567829:! 2$#,+0'$#)((*! 20#$&! -#$)! .2"#3)0/!2$#$)(1!
456782;:! 20#$+,'$#)"%*! 2%#$&! -<#$$"! .20#+""/!2"#0,%1!
/!-i/=9: 2"#%%'$#%3+*! 20#&,! -#$$3! .20#&,)/!2$#)"%1!
/!-i/=;: 2"#0,'$#%%+*! 20#0+! -#$00! .20#(3)/!2$#",%1!
/æ-"/=9:! 2$#,+,'$#)")*! 20#"3! -#$(! .2"#3"/!2$#$,31!
/æ-"/=;:! 2$#())'$#(+"*! 2$#,,! #(3+! .2"#"""/!$#)0(1!
/#-æ/ =9:! 2"#&,"'$#%$)*! 2(#((! -#$$"! .20#&3/!2$#&+01!
/#-æ/ =;:! 2"#%&)'$#),)*! 2(#0(! -#$$"! .20#%"(/!2$#&"%1!
/#-"/  =9:! 2"#0&+'$#))"*! 20#,3! -#$$)! .20#"()/!2$#)$(1!
/#-"/  =;:! 2$#,(+'$#)0*! 20! -#$)&! .2"#&&0/!2$#$"&1!
>?@A5BA8@! (#(+%'$#(%(*! +#&"! -<#$$"! .0#3$(/!)#$,,1!
!"#$%&'())*+,!
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Appendix T.  
 
Pairwise comparisons after Mixed effects logistic regression for Discrimination 
Accuracy of AE Vowel Contrasts by Monolingual (MO) Listeners and Early (EB) and 
Late Bilingual (LB) Listeners 
!
!"#$%&'(")* * !"#$%&#'()!*+ !" #" ,-.+/0+
"#$%&''!(%)*+!$,,$-.!
!!/0!#1!2"! 3456789:5;47<! 3=5>?! @A5::4! B3>5=:6C!345;=4D!
!!E0!#1!2"! 3>564;9:5;4=<! 365>4! @A5::4! B3;58;;C!3>5>6;D!
!!E0!#1!/0! 3:56>79:5>=6<! 3;5?8! @5::4! B345?88C!3:5?:4D!
F)G$'!H)I.%&1.!/!-i/!
!!/0!#1!2"! 3>5??>9:58?6<! 3?5?8! @A5::4! B3;584JC!345;=JD!
!!E0!#1!2"! 3;5;JJ9:58?4<! 3=5>?! @A5::4! B3?5?;7C!3>5;4JD!
!!E0!#1!/0! 3:56;=9:5;48<! 3>56J! @5::;! B34588;C!3:5;47D!
F)G$'!H)I.%&1.!/!-"/  
!!/0!#1!2"! 3:576>9:5?;;<! 3>5:=! @5:?! B345J?>C!3:5:?;D!
!!E0!#1!2"! 3>5:679:5?48<! 385:=! @A5::4! B3>5644C!345>78D!
!!E0!#1!/0! 345>:89:5;;?<! 3;5=4! @A5::4! B3457=4C!3:588D!
F)G$'!H)I.%&1.!/æ-#/ 
!!/0!#1!2"! 345J649:5;=6<! 3?57=! @A5::4! B3>584;C!345:=7D!
!!E0!#1!2"! 3>5??>9:5;=8<! 3=5=6! @A5::4! B3;548JC!345J>JD!
!!E0!#1!/0! 3:5=849:5>67<! 3>546! @5:>6! B345>;8C!3:5:=7D!
F)G$'!H)I.%&1.!/$-æ/!
!!/0!#1!2"! 3>58J;9:5?=6<! 385?6! @A5::4! B3;5?6>C!345=8?D!
!!E0!#1!2"! 3;5==49:5?=?<! 3J576! @A5::4! B3?58J4C!3>5J8>D!
!!E0!#1!/0! 345:779:5;:4<! 3;5=>! @A5::4! B345=J7C!3:5?66D!
F)G$'!H)I.%&1.!/$-#/!
!!/0!#1!2"! 3>54=49:5?<! 385?4! @A5::4! B3>56??C!345;J7D!
!!E0!#1!2"! 3>56;J9:5;6=<! 3J5?>! @A5::4! B3;5J4;C!3>54=4D!
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Appendix U.  
 
Summary of mixed effects logistic regression for Identification Accuracy of AE Vowels by 
Early (EB) and Late Bilingual (LB) Listeners 
!
!"#$%&'(($)*& '+*",-*$./'0& !" #" 123&45&
"#$%&!/!/! '()*+,'(-./0! 1(21! ('/1! 34'('5+6!1(11.7!
"#$%&!/"/! 4'('/),'(-).0! 4'(-.! (//-! 34'()2-6!'(5*-7!
"#$%&!/æ/! '(5)2,'(-2.0! 1()2! (11*! 34'(1'.6!1('-)7!
"#$%&!/#/! 41(21),'(-1+0! 42(*.! 89(''1! 34-(-*26!41(*.17!
"#$%&!/$/! 4'(5+1,'(-5-0! 41(.! (')/! 34'(.*+6!'('157!
"#$%&!/o/! '(1).,'(*1)0! '()1! (+1*! 34'(5).6!'(///7!
:;#<=4>?! 4'(+-2,'(5/10! 41(**! (12*! 341())-6!'(-.+7!
:;#<=4@?! 41(2/-,'(5+*0! 45('5! 89(''1! 34-(/26!4'(.+)7!
"#$%&!/!/ A>?! 41(1'/,'(*5-0! 4*(-5! 8(''1! 341(///6!4'(5*+7!
"#$%&!/!/ A@?! 41(/2),'(*-+0! 4)(52! 89(''1! 34-(5-*6!41(15/7!
"#$%&!/"/ A>?! 4'(*.-,'(*10! 41(-+! (-'+! 34'(...6!'(-1)7!
"#$%&!/"/ A@?! 4'(52),'(-.10! 41(+/! ('.)! 341('))6!'('2)7!
"#$%&!/æ/ A>?! 41()'-,'(***0! 45()1! 89(''1! 34-(1))6!4'(25.7!
"#$%&!/æ/ A@?! 41(-.1,'(*120! 45('+! 89(''1! 341(.156!4'(++27!
"#$%&!/#/ A>?! 4'(.5,'(-//0! 4*(5! 8(''1! 341(52-6!4'(*./7!
"#$%&!/#/ A@?! 4'(.)5,'(-+.0! 4*())! 89(''1! 341(52-6!4'(5-/7!
"#$%&!/$/ A>?! 41('++,'(-.50! 4*(+*! 89(''1! 341(+516!4'(5.7!
"#$%&!/$/ A@?! 4-(-'1,'(-2.0! 4/(+-! 89(''1! 34-(/+/6!41(+*)7!
"#$%&!/o/ A>?! 4'(.-),'(*+20! 4-()1! 8('1-! 341(+5/6!4'(-'*7!
"#$%&!/o/ A@?! 4'(.1/,'(*)0! 4-(+-! 8(''.! 341(+'*6!4'(-*-7!
BCD%;E%=D! -(/*,'(*)20! /(+*! 89(''1! 3-('-.6!*(5*-7!
!"#$%&'())*+,-'
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Appendix V.  
 
Pairwise comparisons after mixed effects logistic regression for Identification Accuracy 
of AE Vowels by Monolingual (MO) Listeners and Early (EB) and Late Bilingual (LB) 
Listeners 
!
!"#$%&'(")* +(,'#%,-./+0* !" #" 123*!4*
!"#$%&&'($)*+',-..#$#/0#1'
''23'"1'4!' 56789:;<78=6>' 5?7:' @A7<<6' B5=7?<6C'5<7D8EF'
''G3'"1'4!' 5=7E9H;<78=>' 597<H' @A7<<6' B5?7H<6C'5=76:8F'
''G3'"1'23' 567:<=;<7?E9>' 5?79H' @A7<<6' B5=7=H6C'5<79=8F'
I)J#&'/i/'
''23'"1'4!' 5<7D=H;<7896>' 567??' 76H?' B567::=C'<7=EDF'
''G3'"1'4!' 567H9=;<78D?>' 587<8' @A7<<6' B5=79HC'5<7ED:F'
''G3'"1'23' 567=8:;<78=:>' 5=7E?' @7<<?' B5=7<99C'5<786=F'
I)J#&'/!/'
''23'"1'4!' 5679?8;<78H9>' 5?7:D' @A7<<6' B5=7DEC'5<799EF'
''G3'"1'4!' 5?7D:9;<78H6>' 597D' @A7<<6' B587D<6C'5=7968F'
''G3'"1'23' 567E=?;<786E>' 587:E' @A7<<6' B5=7988C'5676<6F'
I)J#&'/"/'
''23'"1'4!' 567<6E;<78D:>' 5=76E' @7<=H' B567E?6C'5<76<9F'
''G3'"1'4!' 5=7?:9;<78:H>' 5:768' @A7<<6' B5?7=:DC'5678:EF'
''G3'"1'23' 567??H;<78=>' 5?76E' 7<<6' B5=76DC'5<7:6DF'
I)J#&'/æ/'
''23'"1'4!' 5=76?;<78H6>' 5878?' @A7<<6' B5?7<9=C'5676HHF'
''G3'"1'4!' 5?76D?;<789D>' 5D7D8' @A7<<6' B587<EDC'5=7=?F'
''G3'"1'23' 567<??;<786D>' 5=78H' @7<6?' B567H:C'5<7=69F'
I)J#&'/#/'
''23'"1'4!' 567:D9;<78?H>' 5?7:H' @A7<<6' B5=78=DC'5<79<EF'
''G3'"1'4!' 5=7H=D;<788?>' 5D7?H' @A7<<6' B5?7DE:C'567E:HF'
''G3'"1'23' 567=:E;<78=:>' 5=7ED' @7<<?' B5=7<E?C'5<78=:F'
I)J#&'/$/'
''23'"1'4!' 567DE?;<78:?>' 5?798' @A7<<6' B5=7:H6C'5<7H<:F'
''G3'"1'4!' 587<98;<78:9>' 5H7E=' @A7<<6' B587EDEC'5?769HF'
''G3'"1'23' 5=7?H;<78=8>' 5:7D6' @A7<<6' B5?7=6=C'567:8EF'
I)J#&'/o/'
''23'"1'4!' 567::?;<7:<D>' 5?7<9' @7<<=' B5=7:88C'5<7:D6F'
''G3'"1'4!' 5=79E;<78EH>' 5:7D' @A7<<6' B5?79DDC'567H68F'
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Appendix W.  
 
Spearman correlation between discrimination accuracy and cross-language assimilation 
overlap by listener group 
 
!"#$%& '$()*"&#+&,)-*"./01#2-& 3%*/"(/24-&"5#& 6"#)/)17108&9&:0:&
;/"78&<1712=$/7& >& ?@ABC& ?@D>>&
E/0*&<1712=$/7& >& ?@FDG& H?@?BD&
!
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!
